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Income Splitting and Joint Taxation of Couples: What's Fair? by Jonathan R. Kesselman

he introduction of tax splitting for pension
income has provoked debate over whether
Canada should extend splitting to other types of
income. Indeed, some of the same people who advocated pension splitting are leading the call for broader
income splitting for couples. As once Tory, then independent and, as of writing, Liberal MP Garth Turner
asserted, “Now that we’ve opened the door to pensionsplitting for seniors, it’s only a matter of time before
this principle extends through society” (Bailey 2007).
Similarly, economist Don Drummond remarked, “I
can’t see any particular logic of why, as a concept, it
would be accepted for pension splitting and not be
viewed as acceptable for general income splitting”
(quoted in Whittington 2006). Popular debate over
income splitting has been lively, with newspaper editorialists weighing in both strongly favourable1 and
clearly opposed.2 Similarly, columnists and media commentators have taken positions both supportive (see
Coyne 2006; Taylor 2006; Mrozek 2007) and critical
(see Drache 2006; Philipps 2006; Cayo 2006; Weir
2007) of general income splitting.
The most common popular arguments for general
income splitting are twofold. First, splitting would recognize the contribution of — and provide tax relief for
— a one-earner couple’s at-home spouse3 who is caring
for young children. Second, splitting would apply
taxes more equitably between the spouses in two-earner couples who have the same total income but a different division of earnings. An additional, recent argument for general income splitting is that it is unfair to
allow senior couples to split their pension income
while prohibiting other couples from splitting other
types of income. Others have pointed to the inconsistency of applying taxes on an individual basis while
using joint income for income security programs.4
Thus, the arguments advanced most frequently to
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promote income splitting fall under the heading of
fairness or equity.
These arguments might, at first blush, be appealing, but income splitting also raises intriguing political issues. In 1999, the Reform Party provoked sufficient concern over the asserted “unfair taxation” of
one-earner couples to spur a Liberal government to
undertake a parliamentary investigation (Canada
1999b).5 In 2000, Reform’s successor, the Canadian
Alliance Party, advanced a flat tax proposal as a way
to resolve the two main equity issues cited above.
The Conservative Party’s 2005 inaugural policy declaration committed to income splitting as a way to
eliminate inequities between dual- and single-income
couples, including senior couples with a single pension. Official approval of pension splitting in 2006,
driven by the Harper government’s need to placate
seniors riled over the imposition of a tax on income
trusts, has encouraged advocates to push for broader
income splitting. There is no denying the potential
electoral appeal of general income splitting. Liberal
finance critic John McCallum has conceded that
income splitting “would be highly beneficial” to an
important segment of voters, and Green Party leader
Elizabeth May has endorsed the policy as pro-environmental.6 One observer has asserted, “As a green,
tax-cutting, family-friendly policy, income splitting
has the potential to become the 21st-century equivalent of a chicken in every pot” (Taylor 2007).
While recent events seem to be leading Canada
toward the adoption of more general income splitting, there are good reasons to pause for careful
scrutiny before proceeding. Income splitting, or some
form of joint taxation of couples, is not a minor policy shift. Rather, it is a fundamental change to a
basic design element of the direct personal tax system: the definition of the tax unit (the other elements being the tax base and the rate schedule).
Income splitting would have a significant effect on
the distribution of the tax burden, particularly for
many top-income households. Extensive analyses of
the behavioural effects and policy implications of
alternative definitions of the tax unit are already
available, mostly from US and European research
and, to a lesser extent, from Canadian studies.
Foreign experience with income splitting and other
methods of joint taxation can be instructive for the
Canadian situation. The issues involved in defining
the tax unit are more complex and cross-cutting
than most income-splitting advocates realize.
Moreover, experience elsewhere suggests that general

income splitting would raise even more controversial
issues than it would resolve.
In this study, I provide a comprehensive assessment of the appropriate tax unit in Canada, whether
the individual or the couple,7 with particular attention
to income splitting as a special case of joint taxation
for couples. My central criterion for assessing these
choices is fairness, or equity — the focus of most popular dialogue. I also consider other major policy criteria, such as incentives for paid and unpaid work,
marriage and separation; ease and costs of tax compliance and financial planning; economic efficiency;
and revenue implications and distributional effects
across income groups. I begin by carefully exploring
the “horizontal equity” concept needed to give substance to “fairness”; I further consider gender equity
and vertical equity and their relation to horizontal
equity. I then examine alternative definitions of the
tax unit and the associated issues of tax equity
between couples and single persons. The heart of my
analysis investigates each of three types of income —
from pensions, investments and labour earnings — to
assess what equity and the other criteria imply for the
choice of tax unit and income splitting.8

Horizontal Equity: What’s “Fair”?

A

ssessing the equity of any public policy
requires an objective criterion, since “fairness,” like beauty, hinges on the beholder.
The horizontal equity concept provides such a standard — one that economists, tax law scholars and
policy analysts have long used. Many synonymous
formulations exist for horizontal equity, but the most
common is “the equal treatment of equally situated
individuals” or, in brief, “the equal treatment of
equals.”9 A more pointed statement of the horizontal
equity principle is “that those who are in all relevant
senses identical should be treated identically”
(Atkinson and Stiglitz 1980, 353; emphasis added).
This version emphasizes the rejection of any arbitrary discrimination in public policies, although
intentional differentiation in policy treatment (taxes
or benefits) based on relevant characteristics might
be acceptable. The appeal of the horizontal equity
principle stems from a basic notion of fairness. As
stated long ago by eminent economist Arthur Pigou,
horizontal inequity creates “a sense of being unfairly
treated [which is]…in itself an evil” (1949, 50).10
4

Making it operational: who’s “equal”?
The most challenging aspect of making the horizontal equity concept operational is to find a standard
for gauging when individuals are “equals.”
Economists tend to prefer a utility measure of individual well-being, but that poses implementation
problems since utility is not observable. What we
require is a broad measure of total economic
resources or real living standards — something that is
5

both measurable and a good proxy for economic wellbeing. For purposes of the personal income tax, a natural candidate is pretax income: two individuals are
thus deemed “equal” if they have the same amount of
income before taxes are imposed.12 However, while the
income measure is commonly applied in assessing horizontal equity for income tax policies, it has major
deficiencies. For individuals to be equal “in all relevant
senses,” they must not only have the same realized
incomes but also confront the same costs and opportunities and possess the same preferences.
Income can still serve as a useful starting point for
assessing “equals,” so long as we can adjust for factors
that vary across individuals in converting money
income into real living standards. That is, we need
methods to account for the heterogeneity of individuals in key dimensions. Exactly which characteristics
should be recognized and which discounted for tax
policy purposes entails value judgments that ultimately
reflect society’s priorities at a particular time and
place. For both pragmatic and ethical reasons, I ignore
differences in individual utilities that are either idiosyncratic (such as a miser versus a bon vivant) or arise
from personal status (such as the intrinsic utility of
being married versus living alone). With appropriate
adjustments to pretax incomes to account for relevant
factors, a useful metric emerges for assessing when
people can be regarded as “equals.” Various tax provisions are employed to refine the use of income as a
measure of equals; as one analyst has stated, “[s]urely
the aim of the tax-transfer policies whose horizontal
equity is being assessed…is precisely to correct at least
some of those inequities in the original income distribution?” (Le Grand 1987, 434).13
I focus here on three key respects in which individuals can differ: (1) in family size and, hence, in the size
of their household budgets; (2) in preferences, in particular for market goods versus home-produced goods and
leisure; and (3) in tax-saving opportunities that are
open to some but not to others having the same
income. Another important respect in which individuals
differ is their gender; such differences enter my analysis later as another aspect of horizontal equity.14

Varying family size and scale economies
Any measure of “equals” has to adjust nominal
incomes for factors that affect needs or living costs,
the most prominent of which is variation in family
size.15 When can we say that a family of size X with
income IX is “equal” to a family of size Y with income
IY? If two households differ in size, and thus in the
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Horizontal inequity typically is not an intended
part of tax legislation, but it is difficult to avoid,
given the diversity of taxpayers, the complexity of
economic and financial arenas and the multiplicity of
tax policy objectives. Moreover, reforms that seek to
improve horizontal equity among some “equals” often
worsen it relative to other “equals.” For example,
assume that individuals A, B and C are equally situated for taxation purposes but various differences
among them mean that A pays more tax than B, who
pays more tax than C. A prospective policy reform
might reduce the horizontal inequity between B and C
by reducing the tax on B, but if it cannot address the
situation of A, it will simultaneously increase the
inequity between A and B. If no feasible policy reform
exists that can remove inequities across all these
“equal” taxpayers, then whether the partial reform
improves or worsens horizontal equity overall hinges
on a value judgment.11 This problem becomes manifest
in my later analysis of specific income types. Given
that tax policy has multiple objectives, any prospective gain in horizontal equity has to be weighed
against other effects (Ravallion 2004, 18).
Before I apply the horizontal equity concept, let
me dispense with one common misconception. Many
advocates argue that income splitting for couples is
implied directly from horizontal equity, since only
under splitting (or a joint taxation variant) will couples with equal incomes be taxed the same. Yet, as
an early analyst of this issue observed, “‘taxing
[equally] families with the same incomes’ is not a
criterion at all, but merely one of the possible conclusions that may or may not be reached after analyzing the basic principles” (Dulude 1985, 85). That
is, taking the couple, rather than the individual —
whether a single person or a spouse — as the unit of
analysis predisposes the answer as to horizontal
equity in the taxation of couples. Analysis of public
policies must focus on the well-being of individuals,
and the well-being of couples is simply some aggregation of the well-being of the partners.

number of members that their income needs to support, they will not be economic “equals” when they
have identical nominal incomes. Economists have
devised a solution to this problem in the concept of
“equivalence scales.”16 By studying the budgets of
households of different sizes, they have derived
measures of the relative income needed for families
of different sizes to achieve the same real living
standard. These measures are stated as adult-equivalence scales, defined as the ratio of income a family
of a given size needs to achieve the same real living
standard as a single person. Equivalence scales provide useful guidance in setting the relative size of
personal exemptions or credits — and the rate schedules — for families of varying sizes.
For two adults living together, the adult-equivalence scale is less than 2, because of the scale
economies from such items as rent, utilities and furnishings. That is, two people living together have
lower total costs than if the two lived separately. But
the adult-equivalence scale for a couple is greater
than 1, because scale economies are not unlimited.
Typical estimates for the adult-equivalence scale of a
couple range between 1.4 and 1.7; accordingly, I use
a figure of 1.5, so that, in the jargon, a household of
two contains 1.5 “adult-equivalents.” These scale values are used to convert the incomes of families of
different sizes into a measure of adult-equivalent
incomes. For example, the income of a two-adult
household is divided by 1.5, which can be directly
compared with a single person’s income. Households
of differing sizes but with the same adult-equivalent
incomes are taken as “equals.” This issue clearly is
relevant to the issue of income splitting, since horizontal equity for taxpayers requires not only fairness
among couples but also fairness between couples and
singles17 — a theme I develop later in the study.
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Different work preferences
One important, and common, way in which individuals and households can differ is in their relative preferences for work. More specifically, this choice is
between paid work and the market goods and services
it affords versus home-produced goods and services
and leisure time. Two individuals with the same wage
rate who allocate their time differently between the
labour market and the home will have different levels
of income, but they might still be regarded as “equals”
insofar as their potential income would be the same if
both worked for pay full time.18 Another way to look
at it is that someone who chooses to spend more time

at home tends to generate more income in kind than
in cash. In its broadest sense, income is the consumption of real goods and services — both market- and
home-produced — and leisure. Hence any attempt to
measure real living standards across individuals, and
thus gauge “equals,” ideally should adjust incomes for
differences in working time.19
In practice, the income tax does not adjust for
differences in working time across individuals. That
goal could be achieved, but it would require additional reporting on employees’ work hours (or wage
rates) as well as their total earnings. Pursuing that
route would eliminate the largest economic distortion
of income taxation, the bias between work and
leisure, which yields disincentives to work. In a related context, one can approach more closely the economic ideal of measuring potential, rather than actual, income. For instance, when comparing one- and
two-earner couples, we can choose to recognize or
we can choose to ignore the value of the additional
home-produced goods and services and leisure of
one-earner couples. But if we do the latter, we will
underassess their real living standards relative to
those of two-earner couples. My later analysis shows
how this factor enters into evaluating the proper tax
unit for couples.

Different tax-avoidance opportunities
Individuals with identical incomes can differ in yet
another dimension that is relevant to assessing horizontal equity. Some people are simply better able to
avoid paying tax because of their sources of income
or their superior knowledge about or access to tax
planning. Taxpayers, in fact, vary widely in their circumstances and ability to transfer assets or taxable
income and thereby split their income with a spouse.
Canada’s complicated tax system has unintentionally
created numerous horizontal inequities in the pursuit
of other tax policy goals.20 If similar tax-avoidance
opportunities were easily and equally accessible to
all tax payers, they would not constitute horizontal
inequities; it is the differential access to tax avoidance that makes for unfairness.
What should be done about tax-avoidance opportunities that give rise to horizontal inequity? The
first-best policy response is to close off the opportunity directly through legislative or regulatory
changes, if it can be done at an acceptable cost in
terms of tax agency administration and enforcement
and taxpayer compliance burdens. If this course of
action is technically infeasible, too intrusive into
6

people’s lives or unacceptable at the political level,
then it might be possible to enhance horizontal equity by extending comparable tax-reduction opportunities to other groups similarly situated to those who
are already avoiding tax. Often, this approach brings
the further benefits of a simpler tax system, with
cost savings for both administration and compliance.
The risk here is that allowing one leaky tax provision
might spawn others. The choice of policy response
will also hinge, technically and politically, on
whether the particular tax-avoidance practice has
exceeded some critical threshold.

Gender equity and vertical equity vis-à-vis
horizontal equity

7

“Control” versus “benefit” approaches to equity
Tax law scholars have used two different approaches in
assessing the fairness of taxing couples: the “control”
approach and the “benefit” approach.22 Under the control
approach, the individual who earns the income or has
accumulated savings is the one who should bear the tax,
so that spouses should be taxed individually, and the
income on assets transferred from one spouse to the other
should be attributed to the transferor. Under the benefit
approach, the tax system would recognize the sharing of
material resources within the family, which would justify
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Gender equity clearly is a relevant criterion for
assessing income-splitting proposals, since splitting
involves the tax treatment of women as spouses and
cohabitants rather than as single individuals.21
Although not conventionally viewed in this way, gender equity can be regarded as analogous to the horizontal equity concept. Horizontal equity entails equal
treatment of equals, but it also allows for situations
where individuals do not possess the same tastes,
needs or opportunities. Similarly, most formulations
of gender equity also contain both a formal and a
substantive dimension of equality (for official
sources, see Canada 1998, 3; 2003, 8-9; 2006a, 13).
For formal equality, public policy should treat women
the same as men as long as their situations do not
differ in “relevant respects.” For substantive equality,
policy should recognize the different needs of women
and men in overcoming barriers to equality of opportunity, such as institutional, cultural and biological
factors that affect women’s educational, occupational
and work/domestic/parental opportunities; their
employment, training and promotion prospects; and
their full equality and individual autonomy in conjugal relationships. That is, differential treatment is
sometimes justified to provide women the same realworld opportunities as men to realize their full potential. This is similar to the adjustments for differing
needs, tastes and opportunities in applying the conventional horizontal equity concept.
Gender equity is properly concerned with the
opportunities and well-being of all women, but
many proponents of gender equity stress the barriers
to full equality faced by the most vulnerable groups.
These include women with lower education, skills
and earnings as well as visible minorities, single parents and the disabled. Proponents of gender equity

argue that income splitting would do nothing for single women or for those who are part of a lowerincome couple, since splitting requires the presence of
two partners, at least one of whom earns above the
bottom rate bracket ($37,178 for federal tax purposes
in 2007). From this perspective, income splitting could
never be desirable since it would benefit some married
women at higher incomes but do nothing for those
who are most needy. However, that is a very limited
view of gender equity. A broader conception would
have room for policies that augment fairness for
women at middle and higher incomes as well as for
needier women. No one policy can achieve both goals,
and assorted measures in the tax, expenditure and regulatory realms are needed to address gender equity for
women in diverse situations.
Vertical equity relates to the distribution of economic resources, the benefits of public spending and the
burden of taxes across income classes. The optimal
degree of vertical equity reflects both objective evidence on behavioural effects, such as incentives, and
value judgments about inequality. Both gender-based
analyses and “progressive” policy analyses often accord
a higher priority to vertical equity than to horizontal
equity. In a logical sense, though, horizontal equity
must come prior to vertical equity, since horizontal
equity concepts guide the metric for measuring relative
real incomes of individuals, without which vertical
equity is nonoperational. If a policy that brings greater
horizontal equity to individuals at higher incomes also
happens to worsen vertical equity, the ideal response is
to pursue horizontal equity and to adjust the benefit or
tax rate schedule to restore the desired degree of vertical equity. If the latter step is deemed to be politically
infeasible, then a conflict can arise between the two
types of equity. This conflict can be resolved only by
reference to judgments about the prospective gains to
fairness in the horizontal equity sense relative to the
associated losses to fairness in the vertical equity sense.

some form of joint taxation of couples or income splitting. Unlike the benefit approach, the control approach
— in common with the gender equity approach — is
concerned with which spouse has effective control over
the use of a couple’s economic resources.
Both control and benefit approaches, however, are
difficult concepts to translate into observable criteria
that tax authorities can use in the operation of a realworld tax system (see Head 1996, 201-2). Couples vary
widely in their control of resources and in how they
share the benefits of their combined resources; I present
evidence of these varying patterns later in the study.23
For now, the key point is that tax policy cannot assume
either that a couple’s joint resources are fully shared or
that the spouse who earns the income or has legal title
to an asset exerts full control without influence by the
other spouse. Moreover, the Canadian personal “income”
tax is, in fact, much closer to a tax on consumption,
since it exempts or taxes lightly most savings and capital income for the overwhelming majority of taxpayers,
and therefore is more attuned to a benefit approach to
the well-being of couples.24 As a result of these crosscutting considerations, neither the control nor the benefit approach is decisive in the choice of tax unit, even if
each can usefully inform the discussion.

Properties of Alternative Tax
Units

I

n addition to the horizontal, vertical and gender
concepts of equity, we need to understand the
mechanics and properties underlying the choice
of tax unit in order to assess income splitting. The
alternatives for defining the tax unit for the members of a couple are:

• to tax them as individuals who are not part of a
couple;
• to allow them to average their separate incomes
and to tax them using the same rate schedule as
for individuals, which is “full” income splitting;
• to apply a form of joint taxation that allows splitting but also recognizes the scale economies in living costs that couples enjoy relative to singles; or
• to aggregate their incomes for taxation using the
singles’ rate schedule.
Other issues related to the tax unit include combined
versus separate filing of tax returns and provisions
for the transfer between spouses of various tax benefits.25 Table 1 summarizes the key properties of the
various choices of tax unit, which I next examine in
detail.

Taxing couples as individuals
The simplest approach is to treat all taxpayers as
individuals and subject them to the same tax rate
schedule based on their own incomes. This approach
regards everyone as an autonomous individual and
his or her marital relationship as irrelevant for tax
purposes. Individual taxation is the most common
approach within member countries of the
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development (OECD), most of which recognize marital status only to the extent that one spouse’s income
falls below the taxable threshold. With a progressive
tax rate schedule, individual taxation means that the
two spouses’ total tax liability depends not only on
their total income but also on how that income is
divided between them. Since they are taxed individually, each spouse’s marginal tax rate and related
incentives are unaffected by the other’s income level.
In contrast, income-splitting and joint taxation

Table 1
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Key Characteristics of Various Tax Units1
Scale economies
recognized

Adult-equivalents
per couple

Individual

No

n.a.

No

No

No

Full income splitting

No

2

No

Yes
(most couples)

Yes

Joint taxation

Yes

> 1 and < 2

Yes
(two-earner couples)

Yes
(one-earner couples)

Yes
(larger)

Yes
(infinite)

1

Yes
(most couples)

No

Yes
(largest)

Tax unit

Full aggregation

Marriage penalty

Marriage bonus

Second-earner
work disincentives

The results in this table ignore potential effects on marriage penalties and bonuses and second-earner work disincentives that can arise from basic or
spousal exemptions, credits or standard deductions that are not scaled in the same proportions as the rate brackets (adult-equivalents per couple) or
that allow unused portions to be transferred to the other spouse.

1

8

systems confront the lower-earning spouse with a
higher marginal tax rate based on the couple’s joint
earnings, which can pose disincentives for the lower
earner (usually the woman) to enter the labour force
or work more paid hours. Conversely, individual taxation provides spouses with divergent incomes and
marginal tax rates an incentive to shift income to the
lower-earning spouse, which the tax system requires
special provisions to thwart.

Full income splitting for couples

9

Two Methods of Full Income Splitting
Tax

T2

T *2
T
T*
T1*
T1
O

B
E

I1

I1*

I

I2*

I2

Income

If the spouses were given the option of splitting by
shifting part of their incomes, they clearly would shift
income from the higher to the lower earner. To minimize total taxes, the couple would shift at least
enough to bring the income of spouse 1 up to I1* and
that of spouse 2 down to I2* . The couple’s resulting
average taxes would thereby be reduced to T *, with
average savings per spouse of T — T * (the solid vertical
line at I ). Twice that amount is the couple’s total tax
savings relative to the nonsplitting case, which is
called a marriage bonus.
Alternatively, a special tax schedule could apply to
the couple whereby all brackets are twice as wide as
for a single taxpayer. This can be viewed in figure 1 as
equivalent to requiring the two spouses to average
their incomes and using the singles’ rate schedule. That
would yield an average income for each spouse of I
and the same total taxes per couple as the spouses
would face if they could choose how much income to
shift.27 Hence, with full splitting, the results would be
the same whether couples were allowed to choose how
much income to shift or were required to split their
total income equally.
In the illustrated situation, with the higher-income
spouse further from the bracket boundary than the
lower-income spouse, income splitting raises the lower
earner’s marginal tax rate and leaves that of the higher
earner unchanged. In the converse situation, splitting
could reduce the higher earner’s marginal rate and
leave the lower earner’s rate unchanged. If both spouses’ incomes placed them in the same tax bracket, however, there would be no gain from splitting and no
effect on the marginal tax rate either spouse would
face. With more than two tax brackets, splitting might
even increase the lower earner’s marginal rate and
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Alternatively, couples can be taxed as two individuals
who fully share their incomes. As tax analyst Joseph
Pechman has stated, “[t]he classic argument in favor
of income splitting is that husbands and wives usually
share their combined income equally...[T]he tax liabilities of married couples should be computed as if they
were two single persons with their total income divided equally between them” (1987, 103). Technically,
this could be accomplished in either of two ways: (1)
by using the same tax rate schedule as for single individuals and allowing the spouses to shift incomes
between them until they are equalized; or (2) by providing couples with a special tax rate schedule for
their combined income, but with the level of exemptions and all tax rate brackets twice as large as in the
individual rate schedule.26 The former approach could
apply mandatory splitting or allow the couple to
choose how much income to shift notionally for tax
purposes. Unless there were interactions with other tax
or benefit provisions, the spouses would normally
choose to shift at least enough income to put them
both in the same marginal tax bracket. This choice
would yield them the same tax savings as full splitting — that is, shifting to the point that their taxable
incomes were equalized.
These and other properties can be illustrated graphically for general income splitting — where all types of
incomes can be shifted or fully split. For simplicity, I
assume that the rate schedule for all taxpayers has just
two positive marginal rate brackets above an exempt
level (E), although the results could easily be generalized to Canada’s federal schedule of four rate brackets.
I also assume that the higher-income spouse’s income
(I2) is further removed from the boundary between the
two tax brackets (B) than the lower-income spouse’s
income (I1). Figure 1 shows the respective taxes on the
two spouses, T1 and T2, in the absence of splitting.
Their average tax burden (T) arises at their average
income (I), at the midpoint of the dotted line connecting the points of their original tax levels.

Figure 1
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decrease the higher earner’s rate. Moreover, with
multiple brackets and many couples with substantially divergent incomes, the marginal tax rate on the
lower-earning spouse is more likely to increase. In
no situation would splitting decrease the lower earner’s marginal tax rate; it could only increase the rate
or leave it unchanged.28
Of the two cited methods for income splitting,
only the shifting method would be feasible if splitting were limited to certain types of incomes, such as
pensions. In the case of the restricted splitting that
the tax system now permits, the logic also differs
substantially. Now, the benefits of splitting hinge on
which spouse has most of the income type that can
be split. If that is the lower-income spouse, the couple might gain little benefit from splitting any of the
eligible income even if the two spouses are in very
different tax brackets; if a 50:50 mandatory split
were imposed, the couple would suffer a penalty.
And if the income that can be split belongs to the
higher-income spouse, splitting might no longer put
the two spouses in the same tax bracket if their other
types of income are large relative to the income that
can be split.
The full-income-splitting approach has several
notable attributes. First, as Pechman notes, it
assumes that the spouses fully share their individual
incomes for common consumption purposes (1987).
Second, while treating the couple as a sharing entity,
it completely ignores the scale economies of living
together. Third, with this approach to taxing couples
there is no need to measure or track the separate
incomes of the spouses. Fourth, full income splitting
yields tax savings only when, and to the degree to
which, the spouses’ own incomes place them in different marginal tax brackets under the individual
rate schedule. Fifth, this approach to incomes splitting could produce only tax bonuses for marriage (or
other recognized forms of union); it could never produce tax penalties. Finally, for most couples who
would benefit from full splitting, the lower-earning
spouse would face a higher marginal tax rate than
would arise under individual taxation, which could
exert adverse effects on labour force entry, work
hours and economic efficiency. I examine these
important issues in more detail later in the paper.

Joint taxation of couples
Joint taxation is a more general form of income
splitting that taxes the couple’s combined income
using a rate schedule reflecting the scale economies

a couple enjoys. The tax rate brackets are less than
twice as wide as those for individual taxes — such as
the 1.5 ratio suggested earlier as the number of
adult-equivalents for a couple. Joint taxation shares
all the other attributes described above for full
income splitting, with the notable exception that it
can produce marriage tax penalties as well as marriage tax bonuses relative to individual-based taxation. If the two spouses have identical or very similar
individual incomes, they would gain little or nothing
from the splitting feature, but joint taxation’s recognition of their scale economies would mean they
would be taxed more heavily than if they were not
together. Couples with large tax savings from the
splitting feature would have their savings partially
offset by the recognition of their scale economies.
Figure 2 illustrates these effects of joint taxation
of couples. This time, I distinguish between the tax
schedule facing singles (Ts ) and a schedule used to
assess couples (Tc ). Schedule Tc is presented as half
the actual schedule for joint married filers and
applies to half their combined income.29 Assuming
1.5 adult-equivalents per couple, the exempt level
(Ec ) and tax-bracket boundary (Bc ) are each threequarters their size in the singles’ schedule. Consider
a couple in which each spouse has the same
income I. Each pays taxes of T “ (on the Tc schedule), whereas each would pay only T ’ (on the Ts
schedule) as a single. The difference, T “ — T ’, is the
marriage penalty tax for each of the equal-earning
spouses; the total marriage penalty for the couple
is twice that amount.
Now consider a couple in which the spouses have
divergent incomes of I1 and I2. If they were unrelated, their tax burdens (on the Ts schedule) would be T1
Figure 2

Joint Taxation of Couples
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Full aggregation of couples’ incomes
Full income splitting is one polar case of the joint
taxation of couples, in which couples are assumed to
enjoy no scale economies relative to singles. At the
other extreme is full aggregation of couples’ incomes
using the singles’ tax rate schedule, which assumes
that couples’ economies are infinite. That is, full
aggregation assumes that “two can live as cheaply as
one,” in effect deeming a couple to contain only 1.0
adult-equivalents. While full aggregation might not
have much appeal today, some European countries
once used this system (Ireland, before 1980; the
United Kingdom, at least until 1971), and it was proposed as a reform to the US system in the 1940s,
before that country’s move to full income splitting in
1948. Full splitting can produce only marriage
bonuses, while full aggregation can produce only
marriage penalties. All systems for taxing couples
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other than individual taxation can produce disincentives for paid work by raising tax burdens on labour
force entry and extra earnings by the second earner,
most often the wife.

Combined or separate filing?
Whether couples should be taxed on an individual,
fully split, joint or fully aggregated basis is a logically distinct issue from whether spouses should be
required to submit separate or combined tax returns.
Some Canadian advocates of income splitting contemplate continued individual filing of returns but
would give spouses the option to shift part of their
income from the higher to the lower earner. More
typically, countries that tax couples on a fully split or
joint basis require the filing of a joint return that
combines the reporting of the spouses’ income
receipts. Common jargon for this practice is “joint filing,” but here I wish to distinguish clearly between
forms of joint taxation (including the full-splitting
and aggregation cases) and combined or separate filing of returns.
With joint taxation, several considerations arise in
the policy choice between combined and separate filing. With combined filing
• spouses would no longer need to identify who
received the income and thus couples’ financial lives
would be simplified;
• each spouse would become jointly liable for payment of the other spouse’s outstanding taxes;
• wives’ financial knowledge might diminish, disadvantaging them if they became divorced or widowed, although it could work the other way if the
spouses handled the tax return jointly; and
• if applied only to federal tax returns, it would be
onerous for a province to retain the individual taxation of spouses, since different tax returns would be
required for the two levels of government.
On the other hand, separate filing
• would afford each spouse’s financial affairs greater
privacy and autonomy, although they would still
have to share information on their taxable incomes
to optimize their income shifting;
• could, with the option to shift income notionally,
make one spouse liable for taxes on income he or
she does not control; and
• would, with the option to shift income, give married
taxpayers more flexibility in minimizing their taxes
and maximizing their net benefits for tax and transfer provisions that have clawbacks based on individual rather than joint income.
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and T2, respectively, and their average taxes would
be T (at the midpoint, or average income of I, on the
dashed line connecting their individual tax liabilities). As a couple, the two individuals could combine
or average their incomes using schedule Tc . This
would yield a tax of T “ per spouse, which is less than
the average taxes of T those individuals would pay if
they were unrelated. The resulting tax savings per
spouse, T — T “ (the solid vertical line at I), reflects the
gains from income splitting offset in part by the
scale economies in the joint rate schedule. Twice this
amount is the couple’s marriage bonus. If the spouses’ incomes diverged but by not too much, they
could still incur a marriage penalty.
To sum up, joint taxation of couples has great similarities to full income splitting; in fact, it is a more
general case of splitting that recognizes the scale
economies couples enjoy. As a result, joint taxation
would provide couples less tax savings than full
income splitting, and it would increase taxes on couples with spouses who have identical or not too divergent incomes. Hence, joint taxation produces marriage
penalties as well as marriage bonuses. The bottom line
in fiscal terms is that joint taxation would be considerably less costly than full splitting. If splitting were
restricted to particular types of income, joint taxation
would not be appropriate since it would apply a modified tax schedule to the couple’s entire income from
all sources. Even with restricted splitting, however,
one could contemplate introducing a device to
account for the couple’s scale economies with respect
to the income that can be split.

Similar considerations also affect the choice
between individual taxation, which typically entails
separate filing by spouses,30 and various forms of
joint taxation.

Transferability provisions
Almost all systems for the individual taxation of couples provide for the transfer of basic tax exemptions,
allowances, deductions and/or credits. Typically, this
arises when the lower-earning spouse cannot fully
use the provision to offset his or her own taxes and
transfers the unused portion to reduce the tax liability of the higher-earning spouse. Such transferability
constitutes a form of “jointness” in the taxation of
couples but differs considerably from the ability to
transfer or shift income to the spouse.31 In small
measure, transferability recognizes the additional living costs of a couple relative to those of a single person, but it affords relatively little relief compared
with most variants of joint taxation for one-earner
couples, especially at median and higher incomes.
Nevertheless, these provisions do engage issues arising for the choice of the tax unit, which I later discuss for Canada’s spousal and equivalent tax credit.

Practices in the United States and
Other OECD Countries
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n this section, I provide an overview of past and
present practices in the tax treatment of couples
in the United States — the most important tax
comparator for Canada and a country where the taxunit issue has been extensively debated and assessed.
I also briefly describe the diverse methods used for
taxing couples in Ireland, the United Kingdom,
Belgium, Spain and France. This institutional material offers valuable background for understanding my
subsequent analysis of the equity and other properties of tax splitting for the three types of income.
Almost all the issues for the tax treatment of couples
in Canada have been confronted and addressed, one
way or another, in foreign policies.

The tax unit in the United States
The United States offers an essential case study for
the taxation of married couples. From its inception
in 1913, the US income tax has traversed a tortuous
course from the original system of individual taxation to the adoption of full income splitting in 1948

and subsequent reforms that reduced splitting to
joint taxation and later restored full splitting only
for low- to middle-income earners.32 Here, I deal
solely with the rate schedule and income-splitting
aspects of the tax unit; I do not address other US tax
provisions33 or transfer programs34 that also affect
marriage penalties. The US experience is rich in both
legal and economic studies on the tax treatment of
couples, from which valuable policy guidance can be
drawn. Even more instructive is the political lesson
that initiating income splitting opens a Pandora’s
box of interminable controversy over the equitable
tax treatment of various family types.
At the outset, all US taxpayers, whether single or
married, filed an individual return using a common
rate schedule. Couples also had the option of filing a
combined return using the full-aggregation method
with the same rate schedule as singles; this allowed
one-earner couples to access the personal exemption
for both spouses. With the rising tax rates of the
First World War, however, some couples residing in
the eight community-property states of the
Southwest and the Pacific Coast began filing separate
returns in which each spouse claimed half the couple’s combined income. This “self-help” income splitting was justified by those states’ legal provisions
deeming both labour earnings and investment
income vested half in each spouse. The practice was
challenged by the Congress and the Treasury
Department but ultimately was upheld by the
Supreme Court in 1930. Couples in the common-law
states also sought to achieve income splitting by
placing income-producing properties in joint tenancies or family trusts and by converting business proprietorships into corporations or family partnerships.35 Those manoeuvres often did not succeed
legally, so that from 1939 to 1947 several of those
states switched to community-property regimes to
assist their residents in reducing their federal tax
burdens. Since the gains to splitting for one-earner
couples, the norm in that period, rose with tax rates,
the mounting tax revenues needed to finance the
Second World War compounded all of these pressures.36
Members of Congress were hard-pressed to respond
to the growing horizontal inequities in tax burdens for
couples, both among states with different property
regimes and between couples with income from labour
earnings as opposed to income from property and
investments. In 1941, in an attempt to override the
community-property states, the Treasury Department
12
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er major rejuggling of the tax system that increased
the number of rate schedules from two to four.
Becoming effective in 1971, the new provisions
reduced the basic tax rate schedule used by all filers
other than heads of households so that the singles’ tax
penalty could never exceed 20 percent of taxes paid
by a married couple with the same income.41
Simultaneously, it reformulated the existing rate
schedule by doubling the tax-bracket widths for use
solely by married couples and applying them to the
spouses’ combined income; this simplified their tax
computations but left their tax burden unchanged.
Married couples could not use the new, lower singles’
rate schedule but could opt for filing separately under
the original but less advantageous rate schedule. In
that way, Congress forestalled the ability of couples in
community-property states to access the singles’ lower
rate schedule and secure differential tax relief compared with couples elsewhere.
By preventing couples from using the singles’ rate
schedule, the 1969 reform both reduced marriage
bonuses and, for spouses with incomes not too divergent, created marriage penalties. Two-earner couples
faced a marriage penalty when their incomes were
more evenly divided than 20:80.42 Given the predominance of one-earner couples, however, marriage bonuses were much more frequent and in aggregate much
larger than marriage penalties during this period. Even
10 years after the reform, the Treasury Department
reported that marriage penalties constituted US$8.3 billion on 16 million joint returns, while marriage bonuses constituted US$19 billion on 24 million joint returns
(Gann 1980, 22-3). In the ensuing years, with the
ongoing rapid rise in married women’s labour force
participation and growth in their relative earnings, the
balance was destined to tilt much more toward marriage penalties and away from marriage bonuses. The
measurement and assessment of marriage tax penalties
and bonuses became a veritable cottage industry for US
tax policy analysts.43 Additionally, the adverse effects
of joint taxation on wives’ work incentives attracted
increasing scrutiny.
To address both marital bias and work incentive
issues, a bill was introduced in Congress in 1974 to
revert to individual taxation with a single rate schedule for all taxpayers. Despite its being sponsored by a
politically diverse group of more than 150 congressmen and senators, the bill failed passage. In 1981, a
provision for a second-earner deduction was approved
to permit a married couple’s lower earner to deduct 10
percent of earnings up to US$30,000 per year
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persuaded the House Committee on Ways and Means
to advance a bill for mandatory joint filing with full
aggregation by all married couples, using the same
rate schedule as for single persons. This bill was
attacked as “a tax on morality” for encouraging
unmarried cohabitation and divorce and failed to gain
political support.37 The ultimate resolution, in 1948,
was a reform that permitted all married couples to file
a joint return with full income splitting, in effect validating what the shift to community-property regimes
was achieving.38 Congress passed this “far-reaching
change in the income taxation of the family” and sustained it over a presidential veto (Surrey 1948, 1105).
Married taxpayers filing a joint return computed the
tax on one-half of their combined income, using the
same rate schedule as for individual filers, and this
figure was doubled to obtain their total tax liability.39
As my earlier analysis of full income splitting showed,
this system could create only marriage tax bonuses,
and bonuses were far more common than no changes
in tax liability because of the rarity of equal-earning
spouses at that time.
No sooner had the United States introduced full
income splitting than critics observed the new system’s tax penalties for single individuals. By its
nature, full splitting implied that a single individual
would pay substantially more tax than a married
couple with the same income; this point was most
salient when the couple’s income derived entirely
from one earner. The first legislative response
addressed the situation of unmarried individuals who
had financial responsibility for dependants by using
the same treatment as that accorded to a married
individual with a dependent spouse. In 1951, a new
tax rate schedule was introduced for “heads of
households,” a category that initially covered single
taxpayers who were supporting one or more dependent children; the schedule was extended in 1954 to
include support of dependent parents. The head-ofhousehold rate schedule roughly split the difference
between the tax burden on single individuals and
that on married couples at the same income levels.
With time, criticism also arose over the tax
penalties for single individuals without any dependants. This included the growing numbers of unattached individuals plus unmarried cohabiting couples who in most states lacked the status of a
common-law marriage.40 These individuals could
face a tax burden as much as 42 percent higher
than that of a married couple with the same income.
Congress eventually responded, in 1969, with anoth-
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beginning in 1983 (5 percent in 1982). The secondearner deduction provided substantial but incomplete
moderation of both marriage penalties and work disincentives for two-earner married couples.44
Although it enlarged marriage bonuses, it left the
wife’s marginal tax rate tied to her husband’s income
and did not relieve marriage penalties resulting from
nonlabour income. The deduction was repealed in
the sweeping 1986 tax reform, whose sharp rate cutting and bracket broadening directly moderated those
problems but did not eliminate them.
Marriage penalties and work disincentives for married women grew again in 1993 with the Clinton
administration’s income tax hikes for higher earners.
These issues continued to attract political heat
through the decade and, in the 2000 election campaign, the Republicans promised to address them. As
of the 2000 tax year, the married joint rate schedule
had an adult-equivalence scale for couples of 1.67 for
the bottom two tax brackets, applying up to a combined income of US$105,950. For couples with higher
incomes, the brackets’ implied adult-equivalent values
were much smaller, so that the single and married
joint rate schedules both reached the top marginal
rate of 39.6 percent at an income of US$288,350.
With the Bush administration’s tax cuts of 2001 and
2003, the married joint brackets were expanded to
restore full splitting for low- to upper-middle-income
couples; as of 2007, couples enjoy full income splitting for combined income up to US$128,500.45 For
couples with higher income levels, marriage penalties
still exist. Doubtless, the cycle will turn once again,
with pressures for reform likely centring on the growing singles’ tax penalty. As one prescient observer, an
advocate of individual taxation, remarked in 1980,
“legislative attempts to determine the appropriate relative tax burdens of single and married persons will
continue to be what they have been: temporary,
uneasy compromises that must yield to ever-changing
legislative modifications passed in response to taxpayers’ complaints” (Gann 1980, 3).46
Earlier analysts of the tax unit in the United
States formed a near-consensus on the propriety of
using the couple or family. In 1947, noted economist
and future Nobel laureate William Vickrey wrote: “it
is neither possible nor, in fact, desirable to attempt to
consider each individual as an independent unit for
tax purposes” (274). This view was later echoed by
Groves, who stated that “[s]tudents of public finance
with few exceptions regard the family rather than
the individual as the proper unit for income taxa-

tion” (1963, 62). In an influential 1975 article, tax
law scholar Boris Bittker acknowledged the advantages of separate filing by spouses but was unwilling
to forego the principle of equal taxes for couples
with equal total incomes.
Scholarly thinking on this issue has changed
sharply over time, driven by major shifts in US
demographic and economic patterns — rising labour
force participation rates of married women, the
increasing incidence of divorce and growing numbers
of unmarried couples, single parents and other nontraditional family units. In 1977, economist Harvey
Rosen stated that “if joint filing were eliminated, the
federal income tax would become both more equitable and more efficient” (423). In subsequent years,
support for individual taxation in the United States
has swelled across a broad range of analysts.47 Even
conservative analysts, who tend to be most
favourable to using the couple as the tax unit, have
identified deficiencies in the existing US tax treatment of couples. Their solutions include adopting a
flat rate income tax, replacing the income tax with a
national sales tax and giving spouses the option of
filing individual tax returns or joint returns (Bartlett
1998; Strassel, Colgan and Goodman 2006).48

The tax unit in other OECD countries
The tax systems of the 30 member countries of the
OECD are the most comprehensively documented in
the world. Table 2, which groups those systems
according to how they define the tax unit with
respect to employment income,49 clearly shows that
individual taxation of couples is the predominant
approach. Moreover, the trend since 1970 has been to
move from various forms of joint taxation to individual taxation, as has occurred in Austria, Belgium,
Denmark, Finland, Italy, the Netherlands, Spain,
Sweden and the United Kingdom (OECD 1993).
Ireland’s tax system, while still classified as joint, has
also moved toward lesser jointness in the taxation of
couples. Gender equity has been an important policy
consideration in many countries that have moved
closer to individual taxation.50
Several OECD countries that apply individual taxation to income from employment use special forms of
joint taxation for self-employment and/or investment
income. In the Netherlands (and previously Belgium),
investment income is assessed to the spouse with the
higher earned income. The Netherlands and Belgium
also permit a portion of self-employment income to
be attributed to a “helping spouse.” Denmark
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Table 2

Tax Unit with Respect to Employment Incomes in OECD Countries, 2006
Country

Comment

Individual taxation

1

Australia
Austria
Belgium

Spouses are taxed as individuals, but married couples file a combined tax return. A “nonearning spouse allowance” permits
an income shift (to a maximum of 8,570) between spouses if one earns no more than 30 percent of the couple’s earned income.

Canada
Denmark
Finland
Greece

Married persons must submit a joint return, but taxes are calculated separately based on the income of each spouse.

Hungary
Iceland

Income is taxed on an individual basis, except for investment income of married couples, which is taxed jointly.

Italy
Japan
Korea
Mexico
Netherlands

Individual taxation is applied to each spouse’s income from employment, business, profession, pensions and social security
benefits. However, net income from savings and investments and imputed income from owner-occupied housing may be
freely split between husband and wife.

New Zealand
Norway

The tax unit in most cases is the individual, but joint taxation on a separate schedule is allowed for single parents.

Spain

The tax unit as a general rule is the individual, although couples have the option of filing jointly on their combined incomes
but without any benefits of splitting.

Sweden
Turkey
United Kingdom

Joint taxation2
Czech Republic

Though the tax unit is normally the individual, since 2005 couples with children can opt for joint filing with full
income splitting.

Germany

Spouses are generally taxed jointly with the benefits of full splitting.

Ireland

Tax is levied on the combined income of both spouses using separate rate schedules for one-earner couples, two-earner
couples and one-parent families; see text for elaboration.

Luxembourg

Spouses are taxed jointly on their combined income with full splitting, but earned income of children is excluded from joint taxation.

Poland

Couples can opt to be taxed jointly with full splitting, but capital income is taxed at a flat 19 percent rate. Single parents can
also use splitting with a family quotient of two.

Switzerland

Spouses living together are taxed jointly on their combined incomes using a separate rate schedule with significant splitting
benefits for one-earner couples and strong penalties for two-earner couples.

United States

Family taxation

See pages 12-14 for detailed review and analysis of joint filing provisions.
3

France

The tax unit is family income including that of dependent children with full splitting among adults and children using a
quotient system described in the text.

Portugal

The tax unit is family income including that of dependent children with full splitting based on a family quotient of two.

Source: Compiled by the author from OECD (2007, 113-430).
1 Individual taxation may include provisions for transferring unutilized allowances, deductions and/or credits from a lower-earning spouse to a higher-earning spouse.
2 Joint taxation includes both full splitting provisions and other joint taxation of couples but does not amalgamate earned income of children.
3 Family taxation entails consideration of total income from all family members and some degree of splitting among them.
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Slovak Republic

attributes investment income over a specified threshold as taxable income to the higher-earning spouse
(O’Donoghue and Sutherland 1999, 574). In 1991,
Sweden adopted a dual tax that combines progressive
rates on labour income with a flat rate of tax (equal
to the corporate income tax rate) on investment
income; Norway and Finland adopted similar schemes
in the following two years (Sørensen 2007, 563).51
Since moving from joint to individual taxation in
1990, the United Kingdom has allowed couples to
shift investment income between spouses to minimize
their tax burdens, as I detail later.

The tax unit in Ireland
Since its inception, Ireland’s income tax system has
applied three different methods of taxing couples
(see Callan 2006; OECD 2007). From 1922 to 1979,
the method was to aggregate spouses’ incomes but
to offer no splitting benefits in the rate schedule —
the same as that used for single taxpayers —
although there was a “married man’s allowance.” A
legal case in the 1970s attacked the resulting “marriage penalty” for two-earner couples on constitutional grounds and led to the adoption of full
income splitting for couples in 1980. Over time,
income splitting came to be seen as providing large
benefits to many families not engaged in child care
and no benefits to many families with heavy child
care burdens. As analysts noted, full income splitting was an inefficient way to target fiscal resources
at child care undertaken by married women in the
home. In 2000, the system was modified toward a
more “individualized” system with limited splitting;
this greatly reduced the extent to which the benefits
of the standard tax rate bracket were transferable
when one spouse had low or no earnings.52
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The tax unit in the United Kingdom
At one time, the United Kingdom used the aggregation method, under which the wife’s income was
added to the husband’s and taxed on his return.53
There was also a “married man’s allowance” and a
“wife’s earned income allowance,” the latter similar
to the second-earner deduction once provided in the
United States. In 1971, the UK introduced a “wife’s
earnings election” that allowed a married woman to
be taxed as a single person on her own labour earnings, but both spouses had to choose this option and
the husband had to forego the married man’s
allowance. In 1990 came a major switch to the individual taxation of couples, offering great flexibility

in splitting investment income by transfers of assets
between spouses. Such transfers could be made either
as a gift (which incurs no capital gains tax) or by
holding assets jointly with an option to divide the
asset holding and associated income flow in any
desired proportions.54

The tax unit in Belgium
Belgium’s system is essentially the individual taxation
of married couples (although they file joint returns),
an approach that reflects reforms implemented
between 2002 and 2004.55 Prior to 1988, Belgium
used the full-aggregation method for married couples.
Dual-earner unmarried couples were not required to
aggregate their incomes, so that the system created a
steep marriage penalty for dual-earner couples. In
1988, the system changed to individual taxation, with
a special provision for lower-earning spouses with
earnings less than 30 percent of the couple’s combined earned income; this provision also applies to
one-earner couples. This “nonearning spouse
allowance” allows a notional transfer to the lower
earner of up to 30 percent of the couple’s aggregate
earned income, less the lower earner’s earnings and
in 2006 subject to a 8,570 limit. This limited provision for splitting is akin to other countries’ provisions
for transferability of a spousal allowance.

The tax unit in Spain
In Spain, the basic unit for taxation is the individual.
Married couples can opt for either separate filing by
spouses as individuals or joint filing as a couple on
their combined income. Currently, married couples
who file jointly face the same rate schedule as single
filers, so that their only gain is the exempt amount
for a nonearner spouse, similar to Canada’s provision
for transferability of unused marital credits. In earlier
years, however, many couples found joint taxation
more attractive because it offered a separate tax rate
schedule with partial income splitting.56 The previous
scheme constituted a variant of taxation of couples
that differs from both full splitting (where only marriage bonuses can arise) and conventional joint taxation (where both marriage bonuses and marriage
penalties arise). Spain’s earlier scheme allowed only
the limited splitting of joint taxation but also avoided marriage penalties.

The tax unit in France
France offers an interesting variant on income splitting whereby the number of children as well as
16

adults affects the splitting calculation.57 Its “family
quotient” (quotient familial) system divides a family’s
total taxable income by a quotient that depends on
marital status and the number of children.58 This
“split” income is then used to calculate tax with a
standard rate schedule, and the family’s total tax is
the computed tax multiplied by its quotient. The
quotient for couples is 2 (1 for each adult) plus 0.5
for each of the first two children and an additional 1
for each of the third and further children. For a single-parent family, the first child obtains a quotient of
1. The maximum tax reduction from the child part of
the quotient in a two-parent family is limited; in
2005, the limit was 2,159 per half-quotient.

Canada’s Tax-Unit Practices

F
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rom its inception as the Income War Tax Act
of 1917, Canada’s income tax system has
always used the individual as the tax unit,
with the same rate schedule for everyone, whether
single or married. Initially, the finance minister of
the day proposed to give all individuals the same
personal exemption level irrespective of marital status or presence of a dependent spouse. This proposal
was attacked in parliamentary debates as an unfair
benefit to single men and “spinsters,” who would be
taxed relatively “too lightly” (Lahey 2000, 1-2). In
the end, the 1917 legislation provided tax exemptions for one-earner couples that were double those
for single filers. A variant of this tax provision offering linkage between spouses has survived to this day
— as a marital exemption through 1987 and since
1988 as a nonrefundable spousal tax credit. This provision, which operates only when one spouse has
income below the taxable level, is now called the
“spouse and equivalent-to-spouse tax credit” and is
also available to single parents.
An interesting Canadian contrast to the US experience with community-property states arose in Quebec,
which once had matrimonial property laws similarly
derived from French law (Dulude 1985, 82). Under the
standard Quebec regime, the spouses were nominally
equal partners in their combined property, even
though the husband typically wielded effective control. However, high-income Quebecers usually opted
out of the community-property regime through
prenuptial agreements, so that attempts at income
splitting for tax purposes were not common. Then, in

1957, the Supreme Court of Canada ruled in the Sura
case that spouses under the community-property regime
could not each declare half of their combined income
for tax purposes, arguing that the wife did not “have
the exercise of the plenitude of rights which ownership
normally confers...[T]he result is that the wife receives
no income from community property,” so that the
income could not be split to reduce the couple’s total
tax burden.59
The most focused early assessment of Canada’s taxation of couples was that of the Carter Commission
(Canada 1966). The commission assumed that the appropriate unit for taxation was the family, not the individual, and it cited the administrative and compliance
gains from not having to attribute investment incomes
to each spouse in order to contain tax-motivated shifting. It recommended a system of joint taxation of couples that allowed for both income splitting and recognition of the scale economies enjoyed by families. The
commission’s proposed system entailed a different rate
schedule for married couples than for individuals. The
government of the day rejected this component of the
commission’s report, however, on the grounds that it
imposed a tax on marriage and a barrier to the wife’s
participation in the paid workforce by confronting her
with the husband’s marginal tax rate (Canada 1969,
15).60 Those concerns have recurred in subsequent
research on income splitting, particularly with respect to
labour income. Joint taxation under an elective scheme
was supported by Canada’s Royal Commission on the
Status of Women in 1970, but was officially rejected.
Further interest in joint taxation for couples in
Canada arose in the mid-1970s with the federal
Interdepartmental Committee on the Taxation of
Women.61 Some committee members, led by those from
the Department of National Revenue, supported joint
taxation on the grounds of equity and administrative
simplicity; other members opposed it on the grounds of
its marriage penalty and work disincentives for wives.
The latter group predominated, its views captured by
the federal coordinator for the status of women:
Joint returns are an idea whose time has
passed. During the 1950s and ’60s when most
wives worked in the home, it would perhaps
have been a better tax system than individual
returns. In the 1970s, however, when government is making such efforts to improve the status of women by recognizing them as
individuals outside the family unit, it would
seem a retrograde step. (Quoted in Dulude
1985, 84-5)
The next hint of a policy change in the taxation of
couples came in 1983, when the Minister Responsible
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for the Status of Women proposed to abolish the
spousal exemption and use the funds to enhance
child care — putatively the first step toward joint filing. Public backlash was quick and severe, suggesting concerns that the proposal failed to value
women’s nonmarket work (Lahey 2000, 43-4). Then,
after a relatively dormant period, political and scholarly interest in the issue of how to tax couples was
renewed in the latter 1990s.62 Research published by
Canadian think tanks from a wide range of perspectives has almost uniformly found individual taxation
to be most appropriate.63 Outliers in this body of
research are studies by the Fraser Institute; for example, Veldhuis and Clemens assert that the Canadian
“tax system is biased…against single income families,” but their preferred solution is a flat tax rather
than income splitting (2004, 11-12).64 Recent popular
support for general income splitting has come predominantly from “family values” and faith-based
advocacy groups.65
Opposite-sex common-law partners and same-sex
partners cohabiting for more than one year have
been treated the same as married couples for tax
purposes since 1993 and 2000, respectively. In addition to the spousal or equivalent credit, tax credits
for charitable donations and medical expenses can
be amalgamated between spouses in a way that is
often favourable relative to single taxpayers (because
thresholds for credits or credits at a higher rate need
to be satisfied only once for the spouses jointly).
Various nonrefundable tax credits not used by a
nontaxable spouse can be transferred for use by the
taxable spouse. Canada’s tax system also contains
provisions that can operate against couples, such as
the exemption of capital gains on a single principal
residence for couples. Indeed, Lahey reports that the
tax system has “some 100 provisions” in which marital status affects tax liabilities (2005, 33). The system
seeks to apply tax to the individual incomes of
spouses with rules to restrict income splitting,
although sizable options for splitting exist, especially
for savings and investment income, as I discuss later.
In the 2006 tax year, the spousal tax credit was a
maximum of $7,505, while the basic personal credit
was $8,839, which each filer with income above the
taxable threshold could claim.66 A low-earning spouse
generated a spousal credit amount for the higherearning spouse equal to $8,256, less his or her net
income up to a maximum of $7,505.67 In effect, the
lower earner could earn an initial $751 (that is,
$8,256 minus $7,505) tax-free; any incremental earn-

ings were deducted from the maximum amount and
therefore faced the bottom marginal tax rate. This
system for taxing couples, which is common in some
variant to most countries that use individual taxation,
poses a barrier to labour force entry and market earnings by a couple’s second worker, most often the
wife. If spouses were taxed in a truly independent
manner, each would be able to earn the full basic
amount before facing any positive tax rate. However,
the cited barrier for second earners is less severe than
that arising under joint taxation; there, the initial
earnings of the lower-earner would face the higher
marginal tax rate of the primary earner.
For the 2007 tax year, the basic personal credit
amount was indexed to rise to $8,929 and the 2007
federal budget raised the spousal tax credit to equal
the basic personal credit amount. The finance minister asserted that he was “ending the marriage penalty
for single-earner couples” by equating the two credit
amounts (Canada 2007a, 13); most media coverage
repeated the claim uncritically. Yet, the spousal credit
provides a benefit to a couple for having a low or nil
earner that would not arise if they were not married,
since the credit is nonrefundable and can reduce the
amount of tax owed only by the primary earner.
Thus, it would be more correct to state that the
budgetary initiative was “increasing the marriage
bonus” for single-earner couples; it would be even
more accurate to refer to the “marriage and cohabitation” bonus. With the raising of the spousal credit
to the basic credit amount, all earnings of the lowerearning spouse now offset the spousal credit. That
change has removed the tax-free range of initial
earnings by the second earner, so that even the first
dollar of earnings faces the bottom marginal tax
rate. One could argue, however, that a lower spousal
credit than basic credit is justified, given the scale
economies that a couple enjoys relative to an individual. The fall 2007 federal economic statement
boosted the basic and spousal credit amounts to
$9,600 retroactively for the 2007 tax year and for
2008 (Canada 2007c).

Income-splitting behaviour and attribution rules
Canada’s system of individual taxation aims to assess
separately all the economic resources of each filer to
ensure the application of progressive rates. Typically,
labour earnings of employees (the largest income
source) are not susceptible to splitting with the earner’s spouse for tax purposes. Nevertheless, for incomes
derived from sources other than employment,
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From its inception, Canadian income tax legislation
has contained rules to attempt to thwart such splitting.
These income attribution rules, which deem the income
taxable to the transferor of the asset rather than to the
transferee, have become more complex over the years
through the accretion of legislative changes and court
rulings. Nevertheless, one generation ago, an expert
remarked, “[a]ny person with income from business or
property, notwithstanding the attribution rules, is able
to arrange his or her affairs so as to income split with
family members” (London 1979, 7). Despite subsequent
legislative tightening, most current observers would
still find much truth in this statement. For example,
income attribution rules are constrained in their application to the transfer of business interests as against
financial assets. Among countries that use individual
taxation, Canada is almost unique in the extent to
which it seeks to curtail income splitting via asset
transfers. Many analysts — including Donnelly, Magee
and Young (2000); Young (2000); Philipps (2002); and
Samtani (2006) — have critiqued the income attribution rules but with varying conclusions. I address this
issue in my analyses of splitting for pension income
and investment income.

Pension Income Splitting

A

s part of its Tax Fairness Plan announced in
October 2006, the federal government allowed
couples to split their pension-type incomes
beginning with the 2007 tax year. Incomes eligible for
the pension income credit can be split, but the precise
types depend upon whether the transferor has attained
age 65. Annuity payments from a Registered Pension
Plan (RPP) can be split regardless of the transferor’s
age. A spouse age 65 or over can also split annuity
payments from an RRSP or Deferred Profit-Sharing
Plan and payments from a Registered Retirement
Income Fund (RRIF), locked-in RRIF (LRIF) or Life
Income Fund (LIF).71 There is no age restriction for the
spouse who receives the pension income allocation. A
couple can jointly elect for a spouse to split up to
one-half of his or her qualifying pension income with
the other spouse; typically, these notional transfers
will be from the higher-income to the lower-income
spouse. Since nine provinces operate their income
taxes using the federal definition of taxable income,
pension income splitting will apply to them as well.
While Quebec runs its tax system independently, it
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significant opportunities for splitting exist within couples. Two types of labour earnings are prone to splitting. First, individuals with unincorporated selfemployment income can hire their spouses and thereby divert some of their earnings for tax purposes,
although the tax regulations require that such payments be reasonable relative to the work performed by
the spouse and at a rate that would be made to an
arm’s-length employee.68 Second, individuals with
control over an incorporated business can similarly
employ their spouse or alternatively divert their own
returns to labour within the enterprise via dividend
payments to their spouse as a shareholder. The tax
authorities can contain only the more blatant abuses
of excessive payments to spouses.
Greater income-splitting opportunities arise for
Canadian couples in the areas of savings and associated investment income. Some of the more common
methods are:69
• the contribution of the higher-earning spouse to a
spousal Registered Retirement Savings Plan (RRSP)
to reduce the couple’s joint tax liability during
retirement, or even sooner since withdrawals are
allowed after three years from the deposit date;
• the assumption by the higher-earning spouse of all
or most household expenses, including mortgage
payments (since the ultimate capital gain on the
home will be tax-free), leaving the lower-earning
spouse to undertake all of the couple’s nonregistered savings, with subsequent investment income
taxed at the lower rate;70
• the use of interspousal loans to finance the acquisition of assets that generate higher returns for the
borrowing spouse than the interest paid to the
lending spouse;
• the ability of spouses to split their combined
Canada Pension Plan or Quebec Pension Plan
(CPP/QPP) benefits;
• the use of a spousal RRSP to finance a Home
Buyer’s Plan withdrawal (Steele 2007); and
• the use of spousal testamentary trusts to enable a
bequest to be taxed separately, which thus allows
splitting even after death.
All of these methods are fully legal and can yield
large splitting benefits if pursued over an extended
period. The latest addition to this list is the 2007
budget’s provision of pension income splitting for
couples, which I describe in detail later.
Higher-wealth couples with different incomes
often seek faster and larger income splitting through
interspousal transfers of income-producing assets.
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has introduced pension income splitting to parallel
the federal provision.
At tax-filing time each year, a couple will have
the option to engage in pension splitting. The chosen
sum will be deductible to the spouse who makes the
transfer and taxable to the other spouse. Therefore,
both spouses must agree to the transfer. The amount
transferred retains its character as income eligible for
the pension income credit, so that where one spouse
has little or no pension income the couple will now
be able to tap the pension credit twice. Income splitting will usually be beneficial only when the spouse
with the pension income to be split has larger taxable income and is in a higher marginal tax rate
bracket. However, the split income can affect each
spouse’s claim for the age tax credit and clawback of
Old Age Security (OAS) payments, each of which is
conditioned on the net income of the individual, not
the couple.72 Therefore, many possible scenarios for
splitting choices can arise depending on which
spouse has more pension income, on the amount of
each spouse’s nonpension income and on interactions with other provisions of the tax and benefit
system. Some couples may even choose to transfer
pension income from the lower-income to the higher-income spouse, where both were originally in the
OAS clawback’s income range and one can be
pushed above that range.73 Although the calculations
are complex, taxpayers will easily optimize their
choice at filing time with tax preparation software.
The horizontal equity concept has been central in
support for pension income splitting. Prior to the Tax
Fairness Plan, the advocacy group Canadian Activists
for Pension Splitting74 argued:
We consider it unfair that some taxpayers
are able to reduce their taxes by such means
as spousal RRSPs or CPP splitting, while others do not have these available. Allowing
splitting of all pensions would eliminate that
unfairness. Our request is not merely another
plea for a tax break. We consider this to be
an issue of fairness, especially with respect
to horizontal equity. (2006)
Spousal RRSPs are a major way for one-earner couples and spouses with divergent earnings to engage
in tax splitting. Yet some workers — those with
employers offering generous RPPs — have little or no
access to RRSPs of any kind.75 In contrast, other
workers with similar earnings — the self-employed,
business proprietors and employees with little or no
RPP savings through their employer — have large
opportunities to split incomes via spousal RRSPs.
That discrepancy clearly gives rise to horizontal

inequity that could justify pension income splitting.
The ability to have CPP/QPP retirement benefits split
between spouses, in contrast, does not create horizontal inequity because those plans cover all kinds
of employment, regardless of their RPP coverage, as
well as self-employment.76
The new pension–income-splitting provisions will
reduce substantially the incentives for using spousal
RRSPs to split incomes. Some observers have even
suggested that the spousal RRSP has become redundant. Yet, some circumstances will still favour couples who can access spousal RRSPs, such as:
• contributions can be withdrawn after three years
without attributing the taxable income back to the
contributor, thus allowing short-term splitting;
• spousal RRSPs are more flexible for splitting by
workers choosing early retirement, since pension
income splitting is allowed for RRSP proceeds only
at ages 65 and above; and
• spousal RRSPs also provide more flexibility, since
pension income splitting does not allow full equalization of spouses’ taxable incomes and marginal
tax rates where the spouse with the higher pension
income also has more income from sources that
cannot be split; indeed, in this situation, the use of
a spousal RRSP allows couples to exceed the splitting provision’s 50-percent limit.
To correct the remaining horizontal inequity, several measures could be considered. A minimal policy
would be to attribute back to the contributor any
withdrawals from spousal RRSPs until both spouses
are at least age 60; this would eliminate the shortterm splitting advantage. A stronger policy would be
to disallow any further contributions to spousal
RRSPs.77 Yet, dismantling existing spousal RRSPs and
merging them with the contributor’s own RRSP
would be politically difficult, and many would deem
it unfair in view of savers’ long planning horizons.
The design of the pension-income-splitting provision raises questions of fairness. It is not a full or
mandatory splitting scheme, in which each couple
must equalize their combined pension income for tax
purposes under what remains, essentially, a system of
individual taxation. Rather, each couple can choose
whether to split their pension income and how much
to split, up to 50 percent of one spouse’s pension
income. If the spouse receiving the notional transfer
also has pension income, he or she can end up with
more than 50 percent of the couple’s combined pension income.78 Moreover, the optional nature of the
splitting provision allows couples to “game” other
20

The effects of pension income splitting
Insofar as it reduces the attractions of spousal RRSPs,
the pension-income-splitting provision will reduce the
role for tax planning in couples’ savings decisions.
Decreased expenditures on tax and financial advisors
would constitute one form of efficiency gain from pension splitting. As for the effects on aggregate savings,
however, the outcome is ambiguous. Couples who benefit from pension splitting will save considerable sums
in federal and provincial taxes — in some cases, thousands of dollars per year. Thus, couples that are saving
to meet target levels of retirement living standards
could undertake less saving over their working years.
Conversely, the lower effective tax rates that splitting
affords them on consumption of lifetime savings in
retirement provide an incentive for consuming less
while working and saving more. The net effect on savings behaviour cannot be predicted without proper
empirical analysis. Yet, if pension splitting increases
the gap between marginal tax rates at the point of sav21

ing and the point of dissaving, it decreases the efficient
lifetime allocation of couples’ consumption.80
The federal government estimates the revenue cost
of pension income splitting to be $675 million in
2007/08, the first full fiscal year of the provision’s
operation (Canada 2007b). Provincial revenue costs
will be an additional fraction of that figure. A primary
critique of pension income splitting centres on the distribution of the tax relief (see Tomagno and Battle
2006; Woolley 2007). The benefits in terms of tax savings are heavily skewed toward upper-income couples,
particularly where the two spouses’ lifetime earnings
and registered savings have been divergent.81 For
example, the splitting provision will save a senior couple with a single pension income of $100,000 about
$7,300 per year in federal taxes, of which more than
half stems from the reduced clawback of OAS benefits
(Tomagno and Battle 2006, 4). Here, we have a case of
improved horizontal equity but worsened vertical equity, a conflict that cannot be resolved by a hike in rate
progressivity because it would need to be restricted to
elderly taxpayers.

Gender equity and alternative policies
Pension income splitting has been shown to augment
horizontal equity and compromise vertical equity, but
what about the effects on gender equity? Most married
women who are in or approaching retirement have had
a constrained lifetime ability to earn income and
therefore to accumulate savings independent of their
husbands. Their situation is the lingering result of discriminatory economic and social practices in previous
decades. At one time, for example, working women
who married or became pregnant were obliged to quit
their jobs. While this difference in the earnings and
pension accruals of men and women is narrowing —
and thus reducing the need for pension splitting in the
future — it is a reality now. Pension income splitting
helps to right gender inequities, in particular in the tax
treatment of couples where the wife’s lifetime savings
opportunities have been hindered. Pension splitting
does nothing for single, separated or widowed women
who have been similarly disadvantaged, but these
groups account for a disproportionate share of OAS
and Guaranteed Income Supplement expenditures, the
largest of all federal programs.
There is another aspect of pension income splitting
that relates to gender equity. The tax savings derived
from splitting go to the higher-income spouse (usually
the husband), while the incremental tax liability from
splitting falls on the lower-income spouse (most often
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tax and benefit provisions, most importantly their
combined OAS clawback. It is unknown whether
these properties were intended for the pension-splitting provision or the result of a hasty packaging of
the Tax Fairness Plan. Revisions to the pension-splitting provision could address these problems. For
example, couples wishing to use the provision could
be required to split their combined qualifying pension incomes 50:50, which would reduce the opportunity for tax gaming. Alternatively, the OAS clawback on each spouse could be computed ignoring
any pension splits.
Pension income splitting raises further issues of
horizontal equity. As discussed earlier, splitting
assumes that the couple is the appropriate tax unit.
In that case, family-equivalence scales should be
used to reflect scale economies of couples relative to
singles. Adjusting tax rate brackets is easily done
with general income splitting, but it becomes complex when a single income type is eligible for splitting. Hence, one needs to balance the gain in horizontal equity across pensioner couples against the
loss in horizontal equity in comparing pensioner
couples with pensioner singles.79 Many observers
would rate the pension-splitting provisions as a net
gain for horizontal equity. Others might choose to
constrain the allowable amount of pension income
splitting to a ceiling of, say, $30,000 annually per
couple; this reform would also limit the adverse
effects of pension income splitting on vertical equity.
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the wife). Gender equity is concerned with the equality of resources and opportunities between men and
women, within conjugal relationships, and one cannot assume that the couple’s combined resources will
always be shared equally. Clearly, for couples with
relatively egalitarian financial relations, it will not
matter which partner pays the additional taxes and
which one saves taxes from pension splitting. The
two have a shared interest in minimizing their joint
tax liability and maximizing their joint resources.
Pension splitting requires the explicit consent of the
spouse who receives the notional transfer of pension
income; that consent will be freely given by a spouse
in an egalitarian financial relationship whenever
there are joint tax savings to be had. The problem
arises for couples who do not equally share total
financial resources or decision-making. Even in these
couples, the lower-income spouse will give consent
for splitting only when she deems it to be in her own
interests. The consent requirement improves her bargaining position, so that one would expect her to
obtain full recompense for her incremental tax liability on the notionally shifted income plus part of the
couple’s net gain from splitting. The wife might gain
as much or even more from this form of splitting
than from requiring an interspousal transfer of property title to split incomes; without a clear understanding of the couple’s decision process, the comparative outcomes are unknown.
The new pension-income-splitting provision has
been severely criticized by economist Frances
Woolley (2007) on equity, efficiency and administrative grounds. Her principal objections are that the
provision shifts tax liability to women without shifting control over the associated income and, as previously noted, that its benefits are sharply skewed
toward higher-income senior couples.82 Woolley
offers several alternative policy responses, but here I
discuss only three. One proposal is simply to live
with the existing inequity, on the grounds that it
should diminish over time with women’s rising relative earnings and pension accrual rates. Yet, that
approach ignores the disadvantage faced by the current generation of older women, and it could appear
overly sanguine about improvements for their successor cohort. Another proposal is to require spouses
actually to transfer title to the pension asset that is
generating the income in order to split it for tax purposes. While attractive in principle, federal and
provincial pension laws, the Income Tax Act and
provisions of each RPP agreement would forestall

such an approach. It would be a daunting task to not
only institute the requisite legislative changes but
also amend the terms of every pension plan.83
Allowing interspousal transfers of wealth without
income attribution would be more attractive for nonregistered assets; I pursue this idea in my analysis of
investment income splitting.
A third proposal of Woolley is to allow the transfer of unused room from the lower-income spouse’s
bottom tax bracket to reduce the tax burden on the
pension income of the higher-income spouse. She
suggests this approach to address anticipated administrative problems involving an “innocent spouse”
(where a spouse unknowingly incurs tax liability),
incomplete take-up, the death of a spouse and
remarriage, as well as to avoid shifting tax liability
to the lower-income spouse. Her proposal to restrict
tax-room shifting to the bottom bracket and to limit
the tax savings to the rate differential between the
bottom and second-lowest tax brackets would also
reduce the benefits of splitting for higher-income
couples.84 This restriction would thus improve the
vertical equity of pension income splitting while
reducing its horizontal equity gains. Such an
approach — possibly extended to cover shifting of
unused tax room in all brackets — might warrant
consideration if the posited problems are found to be
material in practice.

Investment Income Splitting

T

ax splitting for investment income85 raises
issues similar to those for pension income. The
Canadian tax system already contains many
methods by which astute, well-advised couples can
legally split investment income, as I described earlier.
If pursued systematically over an extended period,
large amounts of investment income can be shifted
between spouses. Hence, for horizontal equity, the
key question is whether fairness would be improved
by removing the income attribution rules or by
allowing all couples to access simple provisions for
splitting their combined investment income. Reforms
of these kinds would improve horizontal equity for
couples who are not well informed or well advised in
tax and financial matters. They could also bring
other benefits: the use of fewer resources by the tax
authorities to police the system; reduced expenditure
on financial, tax and legal advisory services; and a
22
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Which of these approaches best meets horizontal
equity concerns, minimizes resource costs and investment distortions, and maintains gender and vertical
equity across individuals? The UK system is the most
lenient, as it gives couples unlimited ability to shift
investment income to the lower-earning spouse, thereby reducing the tax system’s effective progressivity.
Conversely, allocating all of a couple’s investment
income to the spouse with the higher labour earnings,
as several countries do, is unduly harsh and creates a
substantial marriage penalty for two-earner couples in
which both spouses save. Canada’s system in some
sense takes a middle ground by seeking to tax the
spouse who generated the original savings, but its
deficiencies — in terms of horizontal inequity, enforcement problems, inefficiency and tax planning costs —
are large. Either of two alternative policies could offer
a significant improvement over Canada’s current
income attribution regime.88

Tax reform for investment income
One alternative would be to allocate half of the couple’s total investment income to each spouse. This
approach would greatly simplify income attribution,
and it would vastly reduce the resources and time currently spent on tax avoidance and enforcement related
to interspousal transfers.89 It could actually yield more
progressive outcomes in cases where couples have
shifted more than half their total investment income to
the lower-earning spouse. Applying this method in
Canada would require separate splitting for each of the
types of investment income that are taxed differently:
interest and income trust distributions, capital gains
and dividends. Note that such an approach would
entail a formal allocation rule, not simply an option
for couples to split part or all of their combined
investment income. Couples in which one spouse has
little or no labour earnings would still have an incentive to shift more than half their total investment
income to the lower-income spouse, thus necessitating
some anti-avoidance measures.
An alternative reform would be simply to lift the
attribution rules that prevent interspousal splitting of
investment income and to allow spouses to transfer
assets to their partner without tax consequence. The
associated investment income would be taxable to the
spouse holding title to the asset.90 In a variant of this
approach, interspousal transfers would be deemed to
be realized dispositions with respect to capital gains
tax but all subsequent investment returns would be
taxable to the transferee.91 This reform has two
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sharper focus on maximizing investment returns
rather than tilting portfolios and trading strategies to
minimize the couple’s joint taxes. Insofar as these
changes would improve the efficiency of capital
markets, benefits would arise for society at large as
well as for the couples involved.
One might argue that allowing tax splitting for
investment income while denying it for labour
income would itself constitute a form of horizontal
inequity. However, this view ignores the inequities
that already exist between couples who engage in
tax planning (typically those with higher incomes)
and those who do not. Full splitting of investment
income might also seem unduly generous to couples
relative to singles since it fails to account for the
scale economies couples enjoy. Yet, dealing with
scale economies becomes relatively difficult in a
scheme that permits only certain types of income to
be split. The Meade Committee, which examined tax
reform in the United Kingdom, considered a “partial
quotient system” for splitting investment income
between spouses while maintaining the separate taxation of their labour income (Meade 1978, 389-90).
This method would reflect the scale economies of
couples with a quotient of 1.5 on their split investment income, but its operation would be complex.
With joint taxation of couples (embodying either
full or partial splitting), the allocation of each spouse’s
investment income raises no issues; their total investment income is amalgamated with labour income for
tax purposes. But if couples are taxed along with singles in a system of individual taxation, rules are needed for the treatment of their investment income. All
countries that use individual taxation have faced this
problem with varying solutions, including:
• the unrestricted division of investment income
between spouses by allowing asset transfers
(United Kingdom);86
• the allocation of all investment income to the
spouse with the higher labour earnings (the
Netherlands);
• the allocation of all investment income over a
specified threshold to the higher-earning spouse
(Denmark);
• the taxation of all investment income at a flat rate
independent of the progressive rates applied to
labour income (Finland, Norway, Sweden);
• the division of all investment income equally
between the two spouses (Belgium);87 and
• the taxation of investment income to the spouse
who generated the savings (Canada).

potential advantages over the first alternative. First,
it would impose the tax only on the partner who
owned the asset and thus directly controlled the
income flow. Second, it might encourage the more
egalitarian allocation of total wealth between spouses. Conversely, it would allow unlimited shifting of a
couple’s investment income to the lower-income
spouse, which could undercut the tax system’s vertical equity to a greater degree. The actual extent to
which spouses would choose to shift assets to their
lower-earning partners under such a regime is an
empirical question for which data and estimates are
lacking.92 Relative to the first alternative, this
approach might not decrease the returns to and costs
of tax planning as much, but it would reduce them
considerably from the current regime.93 Thus, differential outcomes could still arise for “equal” couples.
Table 3 summarizes key differences between the status quo and the two proposed alternative policies.

Gender equity and vertical equity effects
The gender equity criterion would lead to a strong
preference for lifting the attribution rules and allowing the tax-free transfer of assets between spouses
over both allocating their total investment income
equally between them and maintaining the status
quo. Two concerns motivate this preference.
Foremost is the desire to equalize economic
resources, opportunities and decision-making
between women and men. Allowing the free transfer
of assets between spouses without income attribution
would encourage greater shifts to lower-earning
spouses, whereas the 50:50 allocation approach
would discourage the tax-motivated interspousal

asset transfers that occur even under the present
regime. The other concern relates to taxing spouses
on income over which they have no control, which
would arise under the first alternative — a point
Woolley cites with respect to the new pensionincome-splitting provision (2007). Feminist tax policy analysts in Canada have supported relaxing or
abolishing the attribution rules to promote gender
equity goals.94 As tax law scholar Lisa Philipps
asserts, “the time is ripe for a thorough debate on
whether the spousal attribution rules have become
outmoded in view of changes in the economic status
of women and in social norms surrounding gender
equality” (2002, 1035).
The issue of control over transferred assets is critical in a gender equity assessment of changes to the
attribution rules. As both Lahey (2000) and Philipps
(2002) note, the transfer of the title of an asset to a
lower-earning spouse is not necessarily equivalent to
the transfer of control over the asset, depending on
the dynamics of power between the two spouses.
Asset transfers motivated purely by tax avoidance
would be facilitated by the abolition of attribution,
which would reduce the tax system’s vertical equity.
Philipps proposes that the attribution rules not be
abolished but be waived only when there is clear
evidence of the transfer of effective control over the
asset as well as legal title.95 Meeting this goal would
entail the tax authority’s looking into the couple’s
relationship in ways that would be difficult in practice, not to mention highly intrusive. At most, the
rules could apply attribution on an ex post basis to
flagrant cases, such as where the transferor took
back the assets over the objections of the transferee.

Table 3

Effects of Alternative Regimes for Taxing Couples’ Investment Income
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Tax regime
Status quo: attribution

Reform: 50:50 allocation

Reform: free transfers

Income attribution rules

Retained

Greatly simplified

Eliminated or modified

Tax planning and simplicity

Highest cost, most complex

Lowest cost, easiest

Reduced cost, less complex

Consent and liability issues

No problems

Problematic

No problems

Incentives for equalizing transfers

Yes

No

Yes

Ease of shifting assets

Constrained

Irrelevant

No constraints

Differential opportunity for tax
avoidance

High

Greatly reduced

Attenuated

Benchmark

Some revenue cost and loss of vertical equity, but insufficient basis
to estimate or to rank reforms

Revenue cost and loss of vertical
equity
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For most practical purposes, then, the attribution
rules would be abolished. As for the effect on vertical equity, normally a concern for feminist policy
analysts, Philipps notes: “Some may be prepared to
live with this regressive impact if it results in wealth
and income being shared more equally by women”
(2002, 1035).96

Revenue and economic effects
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Labour Income Splitting

F

or the great majority of nonelderly couples,
labour earnings constitute by far the largest portion of their total income. Hence, it is not surprising that tax splitting of labour income has attracted
the greatest scrutiny in previous research. Like the
analysis of splitting for pension and investment
income, horizontal equity plays a key role in the analysis of labour income splitting. Unlike income from pensions and investments, though, the issue of differential
tax avoidance does not play a significant role in
assessing horizontal equity for labour income splitting.
The bulk of labour earnings are wages, salaries and
fringe benefits for employees, and little scope exists for
shifting tax liability for those items to the worker’s
spouse. Self-employment offers greater opportunity for
shifting income to the worker’s spouse — beyond the
spouse’s true contribution to the enterprise.99 An empirical study of illegal income shifting by self-employed
Canadian workers found the activity to be “non-trivial”
but nevertheless very small; its estimates imply that
only about 0.5 of 1 percent of the labour force is
engaged in this type of tax avoidance (Schuetze
2006).100 The phenomenon thus cannot justify a horizontal equity argument for permitting broader splitting
of labour income. Additionally, the free entry of workers into self-employed occupations suggests that any
gains from differential tax avoidance relative to
employees would be dissipated through competition.101
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Whether we allocate half of the couple’s total investment income to each spouse or allow spouses to
transfer assets and the associated tax liability to their
partner, either proposal likely would entail a net revenue cost for government. Since no information is
available on the extent of current tax splitting of
investment income between spouses, no aggregate
estimate of that cost is possible. Some couples do not
engage in tax planning on investments to the full
legal extent, and both proposals would expand splitting for other couples. A 50:50 allocation rule would
bind couples who have exploited tax avoidance
extensively and would see them facing higher taxes.
The revenue cost of allowing interspousal asset
transfers without income attribution might be
greater, but it could be partially offset by deeming
gains to be realized and taxable at the time of the
transfer. Few couples except those at the highest
income levels have substantial non-tax-sheltered
savings outside their pension plans, RRSPs and home
equity, which would also limit the total revenue cost.
The distributional effect of both proposals clearly
would be to reduce vertical equity, but the effect
would be less than one might imagine due to the
effort currently devoted to applying (and avoiding) the
income attribution rules. The maximum annual savings in federal income taxes would arise for a couple
who had previously pursued no splitting strategies and
was able to shift assets generating $121,000 annually
of taxable income (the threshold for the top rate
bracket in 2007) to a spouse who otherwise had no
income of his or her own. That amount of income
would represent an asset shift of at least $1.5 million
at an 8 percent rate of return. The annual savings for
such a couple would be $9,200 (see table 4 on
page 29), a modest fraction of the couple’s total federal tax liability of at least $58,000 per year — and typically much more.97 It is improbable that many such
high-income couples have not already substantially
exploited their legal tax-splitting opportunities. Hence,
most of the gains would go to upper-middle-income
couples with large non-tax-sheltered assets.

The two proposals could also have effects on aggregate savings and economic efficiency. By lowering the
tax bite on some couples’ investment income, either
proposal would reduce their effective marginal tax
rate, increase the net return to saving and encourage
greater savings.98 Conversely, couples who are “target
savers” with specific retirement savings goals might
reduce their savings with the higher return to saving.
Regardless of whether aggregate savings rise or fall,
the economy’s efficiency would unambiguously
improve. Decreasing the effective marginal tax rate on
the return to savings would shift the personal tax base
further from income and toward consumption, which
would increase efficiency (Kesselman 2004). A 50:50
allocation rule would create further gains in efficiency
by saving resources now spent on tax planning and
getting couples to focus on maximizing their investment returns rather than minimizing their tax burden.
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The choice of the appropriate tax unit with respect
to labour income has evoked heated controversy on
account of strongly held views about the role of
women in the home and in the labour market. This
debate has been lively not only in Canada but also
in other countries where the issue has been examined. For example, in Ireland a judge argued that
“[i]ndividualisation [of the tax system] is a naked
attempt to increase female participation in the labour
force and to coerce women, who might otherwise opt
to work at home while their children are young, into
the labour force” (quoted in Callan 2006, 17). Taking
the opposite perspective, a Dutch economist asserted
that “[j]oint or split taxation tends to conserve sex
roles and make women more dependent on their husbands by decreasing married women’s economic
remunerations from participating in the labor force
and mak[ing] market-related human capital investments” (Gustafsson 1992, 82). As detailed in my
review of the US tax treatment of couples, joint taxation has raised endless controversy over distortions
to couples’ marital and working choices.
In assessing the horizontal equity of labour
income splitting, I consider three distinct cases. (For
simplicity, I abstract from the presence of income
from any sources other than labour.) The first case is
that of a one-earner couple versus a two-earner couple, both with the same total income; this is the conventional example that has motivated much debate
over income splitting in Canada. The second case is
that of two-earner couples with the same total
income but with different splits in the spouses’ earnings; this situation has also attracted much attention
in public discourse. The third case is that of a oneearner couple in which one spouse serves in a supportive role to make possible the other spouse’s high
earnings; this situation has attracted comparatively
little discussion. I conclude the section by examining
the revenue, distributional, behavioural, parenting
and gender effects of alternative choices of the tax
unit in relation to labour income.

Case 1: One-earner versus two-earner couples
The classical argument for general income splitting,
including all labour income, hinges on a comparison
of one- and two-earner couples with the same total
income. A progressive tax rate schedule clearly
implies that, with individual taxation, the one-earner
couple will pay more tax than the two-earner couple.
The one-earner couple gets the benefit of the lower
tax brackets just once, while the two-earner couple

benefits twice.102 The argument is that differential
taxation of couples with the same income is unfair
in that it violates horizontal equity. Contemporary
proponents of income splitting have expanded this
argument to include considerations of caring for
children at home or in daycare. As MP Garth Turner
has expressed this view, “[i]ncome-splitting would
increase household cash flow, encouraging many
households to consider having children by lessening
the financial burden. It would even out the tax disparities between single and dual-income families and
give much needed monetary value to the work of
unpaid caregivers” (2006). The one-earner versus
two-earner argument for splitting is typically set in
terms of couples with children, but it also applies
where one spouse stays home to engage in the production of nonmarket goods and services besides
child care.
The fundamental deficiency of this argument for
income splitting is that it regards money income from
market work as the measure of “equals.” It ignores
the fact that real living standards, a better measure
for “equals” and thus for assessing horizontal equity,
are also affected by factors that differ between oneearner and two-earner couples. Economists and other
policy analysts have recognized this point in the
research literature on the tax unit for decades,103 and
it has also been acknowledged in a report of the
House of Commons Finance Committee:
a dual-earner couple with the same total
income as a single-earner couple is not as
well off as the latter. Not only are there additional employment related expenses that
must be incurred with respect to the second
worker, the value of unpaid work in the
home, or leisure, must also be taken into
account. (Canada 1999b, 12)
In other words, in assessing horizontal equity in the
taxation of single- versus dual-earner couples, one
needs to consider the incremental work-related costs
and the loss of valued home-produced goods and
services associated with the second earner’s market
work.104 (Henceforth, I use the term “second earner”
to denote the spouse who is more likely to stay out
of the work force or to have the lower earnings. In
most cases this is the wife, but increasingly it is the
husband.105)
Costs related to the second earner’s employment
include transport to work, clothing and personal
care needed for the job, meals away from home,
union and professional fees and the like. Where
children are present in the household, daycare
expenses might also be incurred when the second
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“equals” in their real income. For this case, the tax
unit satisfying horizontal equity is the individual,
not the couple.

Case 2: Two-earner couples with different
earnings splits
Another long-standing argument for income splitting
is that couples having the same total income but with
earnings split differently between spouses should pay
the same total tax. This case differs from case 1 in
that both spouses are assumed to be working full
time, so that none of the couples being compared has
additional time for household production or leisure
activities, and there are also no differences in their
work-related expenses. The argument proceeds from
the assumptions that the family or couple is the economic unit and that two-earner couples with the same
total income have the same ability to pay. Differing
tax burdens based on the division of earnings are thus
deemed to constitute a horizontal inequity, and full
income splitting is asserted to be requisite for horizontal equity. However, even in this case, unless the
two spouses’ earnings diverge sufficiently to put them
in different tax rate brackets, they would not gain
anything from income splitting. To put this into context, using the 2007 federal rate brackets, income
splitting would benefit neither couples in which both
spouses have taxable incomes of less than $37,178
nor those in which both have taxable incomes
between $37,178 and $74,357.
Whether the couple can be considered the economic unit for tax purposes hinges on whether spouses
fully pool their combined income and act as a unitary
decision-maker. One empirical test of that hypothesis
has examined the effect of a change in the payment
of a public child benefit from the father to the mother
(Lundberg, Pollak and Wales 1997). It found that,
holding total family income constant, the income each
spouse receives has a significant effect on expenditure
patterns: increasing the mother’s income raises the
amount the couple spends on her and the children.
Other studies have uncovered extensive evidence that
many couples do not fully pool or share their earnings
or other economic resources.108 In their study, Vogler
and Pahl find that “the orthodox model of households
as egalitarian decision making units, within which
resources are shared equally, applied to only one-fifth
of the households in the sample, those using the joint
pool system” (1994, 285). In fact, many spouses keep
their earnings in separate accounts, and even when
spouses do pool their income, they might not share
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earner works. Additionally, there are income and
payroll taxes on the second earner’s income. Lost
value from in-home production when the second
earner goes to work include cooking, cleaning, decorating, gardening, laundering, mending, caring for
children and other services. The household with a
second earner needs to purchase many of these
items, or substitutes, in the market rather than selfsupplying them, and these expenses eat into the
additional earnings along with direct work-related
expenses. One study of couples without children
found that the average two-earner couple required
about 30 percent more money income to achieve the
same real living standard as a one-earner couple
(Lazear and Michael 1980, 207). This differential
widens further if one considers the daycare costs
incurred with a second earner or, alternatively, the
loss of self-provided child care. A study of two-parent families with children found that dual-earner
families spent up to eight times more than singleearner families on daycare and babysitting. All
expenses incurred by dual-earner families diminished their income advantage over single-earner
families by 46, 57 and 68 percent, respectively, at
low, middle and high incomes (Hanson and Ooms
1991, 632).106
Clearly, if horizontal equity is to be judged by
real living standards, one cannot compare twoearner couples and one-earner couples with the
same money income alone. One-earner couples
have potential income that they could generate if
the second spouse went to work, yet the second
spouse’s valued home-produced goods and services are not counted as part of the family’s money
(or taxable) income. Wives induced by the tax
system — such as by the increased marginal tax
rate on second earners under US joint taxation —
to reduce or quit their paid work have been found
to devote their incremental time to household
production rather than to leisure (Hunt, DeLorme
and Hill 1981). By virtue of their choosing to keep
one spouse at home rather than in the paid labour
force, the single-earner couple reveals that the
value of additional work in the home exceeds the
value of the foregone second earnings.107 That is,
the one-earner couple has “real income” (including the value of household production) that
exceeds its money income. For that reason, it is
improper to undertake a horizontal equity assessment of one-earner and two-earner couples having the same money income; they are, in fact, not
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equally in decisions on spending. Tax law scholar
Marjorie Kornhauser reports that “the amount of
money one partner earned relative to the other
determined relative power and control over
resources” (1993, 89). And although the nonearner
spouse might manage the couple’s finances, the
earner spouse tends to control the actual spending
beyond routine outlays.
Even if couples fully shared their earnings, horizontal equity between couples and singles would
still require recognition of the scale economies that
couples enjoy relative to singles. Therefore, the
proper tax treatment would not be full income splitting but joint taxation with tax brackets less than
twice the width of those for single taxpayers. That
system has the well-known marriage penalty for
couples where the spouses earn incomes that do not
diverge widely. Moreover, the practical issue arises
of how tax policy could distinguish between couples
in case 1 and those in case 2. In fact, there is a continuum between case 2 couples (where both spouses
work full time) and case 1 couples (where one
spouse works full time and the other is out of the
labour force). Yearly earnings do not provide sufficient information to distinguish between a spouse
who works full time, full year at a modest pay rate
and a spouse who works part time and/or part year
at a high pay rate. Some spouses earn amounts that
might appear to come from full-time work while
actually working part time and/or part year to
reduce their work-related expenses or have extra
time for household production. Without knowing the
time worked per year, tax policy cannot distinguish
properly among couples. Thus, it is not feasible to
implement individual taxation for case 1 couples
and joint taxation for case 2 couples, even if that
were appropriate.

Case 3: One-earner couple with an assisting
spouse
The third case involves a one-earner couple in
which one spouse has opted out of the paid labour
market to provide supportive services that enable
the other spouse to generate higher earnings.109 If
one spouse has a highly paid, demanding job, the
couple might rationally decide that the other spouse
should play an assisting role. Indeed, the support of
such “informal market work” could be critical to the
success of the spouse who supplies the formal market work. These supportive services can be wide
ranging: “(i) direct substitution, in which she does

work that could be done by a paid employee (e.g.
clerical work, deliveries); (ii) indirect support,
including social hosting, that deploys relationship
building skills; (iii) consulting, that is listening,
advising and helping the employee with judgment
calls and decisions; and (iv) emotional aid, providing encouragement and moral support about job
challenges.”110 In effect, the two spouses are working
jointly for one paid job and one unpaid job.111 In a
commentary on income splitting, Vancouver Sun
columnist Don Cayo writes, “My wife[’s]…support at
home freed me up for a career that included not
only a full-time job, but also a lot of freelancing”
(2006) — a pattern that is common among top executives and professionals in diverse occupations.
Unlike case 1, in case 3 the at-home spouse is a
productive input to the market services supplied by
the “employed” spouse. The at-home spouse does
not necessarily have more time to produce in-kind
goods and services; rather, “her” output takes the
form of higher market earnings received by, and
taxable to, the employed spouse. If one spouse is
self-employed or operates a closely held business,
the supportive spouse can be paid appropriately and
taxed on that income. If the first spouse is an
employee, however, this type of income-splitting
opportunity typically does not exist. One could justify the introduction of an income-splitting provision for this case on grounds of both horizontal
equity and efficiency,112 but the splitting usually
should be less than 50:50, and there is no universal
guide as to the proper proportions. Given couples’
incentives to minimize their total taxes, they cannot
be expected to self-report trustworthy figures for the
shares of earnings to allocate to each spouse. The
best solution for case 3 would be to retain individual taxation on labour income but allow employers
to make direct payments to spouses of employees for
supportive services (see Philipps 2007). This
approach would also address gender equity concerns
that women be compensated for their work and not
be taxed on income they do not control.

Revenue and distributional effects
A study undertaken by the Library of Parliament
estimates the total federal revenue effect of full
income splitting by all couples to be $5.0 billion for
the 2007 tax year (Laurin 2006, 2). Of that total,
$2.2 billion is attributed to nonelderly couples with
children, $2.1 billion to nonelderly couples without
children and $700 million to elderly couples.113 Since
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of just $215 (Laurin 2006, 7); this figure is
explained by the spousal credit differential that has
now been eliminated.
Table 4 illustrates the distributional pattern of federal tax savings in 2007 from full income splitting for
a range of assumptions about a couple’s income —
both total income and the split between spouses. If the
provinces went along with a general income-splitting
scheme at the federal level, the tax savings would be
compounded.114 As expected, the table shows only positive figures representing marriage bonuses and no
marriage penalties. These results reflect the proximity
of the spouses’ incomes to the thresholds of the various rate brackets and their differential marginal tax
rates. One can observe the following patterns:
• an earnings split of 50:50 yields no tax savings,
since incomes are already equally divided;
• no tax savings arise for any earnings split with total
income of $30,000, since this figure is already in the
bottom rate bracket;
• with a 40:60 split, no tax savings arise at some
income levels because the two spouses are already in
the same rate bracket, and the tax savings overall
are surprisingly modest compared with more divergent splits;
• except for the most divergent split (0:100 for oneearner couples), tax savings do not rise uniformly
with total income;
• at any level of total income, the largest tax savings
from splitting accrue to one-earner couples;
• by far the largest tax savings arise for couples at the
highest incomes; and
• the peak tax savings of $9,203 per year arise for oneearner couples with income of $241,774 or higher,
which is two times the top bracket income threshold.
Any irregularities in the patterns of tax savings are
not inequitable per se; they might simply reflect the

Table 4

Federal Tax Savings per Couple from Full Income Splitting, 2007 (dollars)
Couple’s total taxable income
Earnings split
0:100
25:75
40:60
50:50

30,000

50,000

75,000

100,000

125,000

175,000

242,000 +

0
0
0
0

898
23
0
0

2,628
1,290
503
0

3,628
878
0
0

4,752
1,191
26
0

7,200
1,535
174
0

9,203
2,366
723
0

Source: Author’s calculations from the federal income tax rate schedule for the 2007 tax year, with a bottom bracket rate of 15 percent and basic and spousal credit
amounts of $9,600; all rate bracket thresholds are doubled for combined income.
Note: The tabulated figures represent tax savings relative to what the spouses would pay under individual taxation. The figures assume that all income is from labour
earnings or other sources that are fully taxable (most sources other than dividends); they also ignore all tax credits other than basic and spousal credits and all tax-based
benefit clawbacks.
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the 2007 budget raised the spousal tax credit to
equal the basic filer credit, the related $270 million
annual revenue cost would reduce the net cost of
full splitting by that amount. Of the remaining $4.0
billion revenue cost of splitting by nonelderly couples in 2007, the great bulk would be attributable to
labour income rather than investment income
(though no breakdown is available). Another Library
of Parliament study put the 2005 federal revenue
cost of splitting for two-parent families with children younger than 18 at $1.6 billion, with $1.1 billion for dual-earner couples and $500 million for
single-earner couples (Bergevin, Laurin and Kitching
2006, 8). The $1.6 billion figure was reduced by
$400 million if splitting were restricted to families
with at least one child age 12 or under.
The distribution of savings from the $1.6 billion
of tax relief for couples with children in 2005
would be just 13 percent to families with total
income of $60,000 or less and 37 percent to families with total income exceeding $100,000. On a
per family basis, by far the largest tax savings, an
average of $3,362, would go to one-earner families with income above $120,000, versus an average of $177 to one-earner families with income
between $20,000 and $40,000 (Bergevin, Laurin
and Kitching 2006, 8-9). Most of the savings
attributed to tax splitting for the latter families, in
fact, was eliminated by the equalization of spousal
and basic tax credits beginning in the 2007 tax
year. Similarly, the tax savings from full income
splitting for elderly couples are highly concentrated in the highest-income groups. Elderly couples
with total income over $90,000 almost entirely
accruing to one spouse are estimated to save an
average of $3,292. In contrast, all elderly couples
with total income below $30,000 save an average

Table 5

Federal Tax Savings or Cost per Couple from Joint Taxation, 2007 (dollars)
Couple’s total taxable income
Earnings split
0:100
25:75
40:60
50:50

30,000

50,000

75,000

100,000

0
0
0
0

898
23
0
0

1,327
–11
–799
–1,301

2,327
–423
–1,301
–1,301

125,000

175,000

182,000

2,912
–649
–1,814
–1,840

4,412
–1,253
–2,614
–2,788

4,602
–1,186
–2,746
–2,808
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Source: Author’s calculations from the federal income tax rate schedule for the 2007 tax year, with a bottom bracket rate of 15 percent and basic and spousal credit
amounts of $9,600; all rate bracket thresholds are expanded by a factor of 1.5 for combined income but basic and spousal credit levels are not modified.
Note: Negative figures denote tax costs; see also the note to table 4.

effect of removing horizontal inequities in the existing tax structure, if the assumptions for income
splitting are correct.
Table 5 illustrates the comparative tax savings
and tax costs arising for couples under a system of
joint taxation with partial splitting, where the couple’s equivalence scale is taken to be 1.5. That is, all
the 2007 federal tax brackets have been expanded by
1.5 for joint filers, and joint filing using this schedule is assumed to be mandatory for couples.115 The
same variations in combined income levels and
assumed splits of earnings are used in table 5 as in
table 4, except that the top level of total earnings
shown is $182,000 — 1.5 times the top bracket
threshold.116 Compared with full income splitting,
joint taxation reflecting couples’ scale economies is
like an upward shift in the tax schedule. Therefore,
most figures shown in table 5 equal the corresponding figures in table 4 minus a constant that hinges
on the couple’s total earnings; for example, at total
earnings of $100,000 each figure is reduced by
$1,301. Joint taxation creates tax savings for oneearner couples at almost all levels of total earnings.
As expected, joint taxation creates marriage penalties
(as shown by negative figures) for couples in which
the spouses’ earnings do not diverge greatly.
Unexpectedly, these marriage penalties arise even for
splits as wide as 25:75 for couples with total earnings of $75,000 and higher.

Behavioural effects of the choice of tax unit
The choice of tax unit can affect the behaviour of
individuals and spouses in a variety of ways. Here, I
focus on several key behavioural issues that arise
with respect to labour earnings (although some also
apply to other types of income): effects on the labour
supply of spouses (particularly wives); effects on efficiency and vertical equity, and what those responses

can tell us about the optimal tax unit; the distribution of resources between spouses; and effects on
marriage and divorce decisions.

Effects on labour supply
Considerable research effort has been devoted to
understanding workers’ labour supply behaviour; this
includes both the decision to participate in the
labour force and the choice of how many hours to
work. Particular attention has been given to the
behaviour of married women relative to married
men, an issue of clear relevance to income splitting.
Both full splitting and joint taxation’s partial splitting can reduce the marginal tax rate a husband
faces (assuming he is the higher-earning spouse) and
raise the marginal tax rate of the wife. Evidence
shows that the work hours and labour force participation of wives are much more responsive than those
of husbands to variations in the net wage rate, such
as those caused by changes in marginal tax rates.
Over the past 30 years, the responsiveness of married
women to net wage rates or tax rates has declined
but it is still larger than for married men.117 Hence,
the expectation is that individual taxation will be
more favourable than joint taxation or full splitting
for the workforce participation and working hours of
most married women. One confirmation comes from
Crossley and Jeon’s study of Canada’s 1988 shift
from a spousal tax exemption to a tax credit, which
reduced the second earner’s marginal tax rate on initial earnings. They found that this reduced “jointness” in the tax system’s treatment of couples was
associated with a 9 to 10 percentage point increase
in the labour force participation of women with low
education married to higher-earning men (2006).
As for the labour supply responses of married
women to changes in the tax unit, LaLumia (2005)
examined the effect of the 1948 US introduction of
30
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while wives’ rates would rise between 4 and 7 percentage points, with clear implications for labour
supply (1999).

Effects on economic efficiency and social welfare
Efficiency is a fundamental concept in economic policy analysis, and it relates to how resources would be
allocated in a hypothetical perfectly competitive
economy. Economic inefficiencies therefore relate to
the distorting effects of tax, subsidy and regulatory
policies on behaviour from what it would otherwise
be in this idealized economy. Tax policies that reduce
tax rates on more responsive factors (such as the
labour supply of one group of workers) and raise
them on less responsive ones (such as the labour
supply of another group) can increase total economic
efficiency, since they reduce the net distortion to
economic behaviour. The differential labour supply
responses of married men and women to changes in
their effective marginal tax rates imply that a
change in the tax unit might affect economic efficiency. Policy changes that increase the economy’s
efficiency do not necessarily raise the level of social
welfare; the latter concept also incorporates value
weights on the groups that lose as well as those that
gain from the change.
Rosen computed that shifting from joint to individual taxation of spouses would improve the economy’s efficiency and possibly raise social welfare
(1976), and Hausman suggested that joint taxation
caused a loss of economic welfare due to the high
tax rates imposed on the labour supply of married
women (1981). A succeeding series of theoretical
economic studies has assessed the choice of tax unit
in the broader framework of optimal taxation.119
They balance efficiency effects against vertical equity effects to maximize society’s welfare, and their
results are expressed in terms of the optimal relative
tax rates on a couple’s primary and secondary earners.120 The seminal contribution by Boskin and
Sheshinski found that the secondary earner (usually
the wife) should face a tax rate only about half that
of the primary earner (usually the husband) (1983).121
Neither joint taxation nor income splitting would
realize this outcome, since they would impose the
same tax rate at the margin on both spouses, but
individual taxation with a sufficiently progressive
rate schedule would suffice.
Some of Boskin and Sheshinski’s restrictive
assumptions have been addressed in more recent
research. In a pure efficiency analysis, Piggott and
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joint taxation for couples by comparing behaviour
in the newly affected common-law states with
community-property states. She found that the tax
change was associated with a 0.9 to 1.6 percentage
point decline in married women’s probability of
employment; she also found that married women
were less likely to have nonlabour income after
1948 (2005). Hausman projected significant
increases in wives’ labour supply if joint taxation
were converted to individual taxation (1981).
Feenberg and Rosen simulated the effect of the
United States’ shifting from joint taxation to full
splitting for couples and found a modest increase
in work hours of second earners (1983). Simulating
the effect of giving couples the option between
joint taxation and filing as individuals using the
singles’ rate schedule yielded larger increases in
wives’ work hours, particularly among two-earner
couples. Leuthold forecast a 25 to 35 percent
increase in labour force participation by married
women if the United States eliminated the partial
splitting of joint taxation; moreover, the effects
would be larger for the wives of higher-income
men than those of lower-income men (1984).
In the European context,118 Gustafsson compared
Sweden, which had individual taxation, and West
Germany, which had income splitting for couples.
His simulations found that imposing the West
German tax system on Swedish wives would reduce
their labour force participation rates by 20 percentage points, while imposing the Swedish tax system
on West German wives would raise their rates by10
percentage points (1992). Callan estimates the
effects of increasing the individualization of the
Irish tax system by eliminating interspousal transfers of the standard tax rate band and returning
the revenue gains via cuts to tax rates. He finds
that husbands’ participation rates would be virtually unchanged while those of wives would rise by
about 2.5 percentage points (2006). An OECD study
estimates positive effects on married women’s participation rates from the full individualization
introduced in Belgium’s 2001 tax reform and from
prospective elimination of the “couples” component
of France’s family quotient system (2006).
O’Donoghue and Sutherland estimated the effects
on effective marginal tax rates of British taxpayers
— who were subject to individual taxation — of
imposing the various degrees of splitting used in
France, Germany and Spain. They found, in every
case, that husband’s marginal rates would decrease
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Whalley challenged the earlier analysis for ignoring
distortions of couples’ household production choices
(1996).122 While the system of differing tax rates
under individual taxation is more efficient with
respect to spouses’ differing labour supply responses,
joint taxation’s uniform rate on both spouses is
more efficient with respect to their household production choices. Piggott and Whalley’s analysis
showed that it is theoretically possible for the latter
consideration to be more important, with married
women choosing to do too little work in the home
sector under individual taxation. This finding indicates the potential superiority of joint taxation, but
the research has been critiqued on both analytical
and quantitative grounds.123 In the end, the PiggottWhalley analysis implies lesser difference in the
optimal tax rates on primary and secondary earners
than suggested in the earlier analysis, but it does
not unambiguously support joint taxation.
Several recent contributions have used the optimal tax approach to assessing the tax unit.
Kleven, Kreiner and Saez extend the BoskinSheshinski analytical model to consider a fully
general income tax rate schedule rather than a linear schedule.124 They find that negative jointness
between spouses is optimal — that is, the higher
the primary worker’s earnings, the lower should be
the secondary earner’s tax rate. Joint taxation, in
contrast, has positive jointness, with each spouse’s
tax rate rising with the other spouse’s higher earnings. Hence, Kleven and associates find that the
individual tax unit is optimal for income taxes,
while the couple’s combined income is optimal for
the income tests in transfer programs (2006). That
finding answers a question I posed at the start of
this study about the inconsistency of taxing
spouses as individuals while treating couples jointly for transfers. Brett models the choice of the tax
schedule for couples as a multidimensional screening problem. He concludes that, in the optimum,
spouses should face different marginal tax rates,
so that individual taxation is almost always superior to joint taxation (2007). Alesina and Ichino
find that the optimal tax rate of married women
should be much less than that of their spouses.
They support not just individual taxation with the
same rate schedules for men and women but gender-based tax rates that favour women — a policy
that would run afoul of conventional notions of
equity (2007).125

Effects on distribution within the couple
The choice of tax unit potentially could affect the
distribution of economic resources between spouses
as well as across couples and singles. Evidence
shows that sharing of income between spouses is
far from universal or complete. An empirical study
of the United Kingdom’s provision for unconstrained splitting of investment income found a significant increase in the share claimed by wives. It
also found that “an overwhelming majority of
households do not fully exploit their ability to
reduce their tax burden” (Stephens and Ward-Batts
2004).126 Thus, most couples do not behave as unitary decision-makers who optimize their combined
taxes and equally share their joint income.
Theoretical research has also investigated the effects
of the choice of tax unit on the relative well-being
of husbands and wives based on intrahousehold
trade responses (Apps and Rees 1999b) or bargaining/sharing behaviour (Gugl 2007). The precise
results hinge on various assumptions, but the general findings favour individual over joint taxation
to achieve greater income equality between spouses.
A shift to joint taxation, while holding tax revenues
constant, could even hurt the lower-earning or athome spouse, usually the wife. Of course, operational features such as source-withholding methods,
tax-filing requirements, tax refunds and joint liability for payment could also affect the outcome.127
From the gender equity perspective, concern
over intracouple distribution extends beyond the
division of a couple’s joint income. Equally important is the division of a couple’s time between
market work and home responsibilities, both routine household duties and child care. Many public
policies are germane to this issue (see Kershaw
2005), with the choice of tax unit high on the list.
Previously cited empirical findings on the adverse
effect of income splitting on the labour force participation and paid work hours of married women
has strong implications for this issue. Choosing
individual taxation rather than any form of joint
taxation would increase the wife’s time in the paid
market, decrease the husband’s time in paid labour
and potentially allow time for his greater participation in both home duties and child rearing.
Greater labour force activity by married women
would also promote their earnings capacity and
economic self-sufficiency in the event of subsequent marital dissolution — with positive consequences for the well-being of the children of such
32

families. A theoretical analysis suggests that moving from individual to joint taxation would harm
the spouse who is more productive in household
production by discouraging premarital investment
in human capital (Wrede 2003).

in a direction similar to that of joint taxation except
that no marriage penalties arise. Canada’s system of
individual taxation imposes no distortions on marital
or divorce decisions.

Effects on marriage and divorce

Evidence from these diverse studies of the behavioural
effects of income splitting and joint taxation further
supports my finding based on horizontal equity for
labour income: the individual is the best tax unit. Still,
many advocates of income splitting see it as a way to
encourage greater parental in-home child care, which
they deem superior to care that others provide; some
would allow income splitting only for couples with
young children.129 Regardless, this approach has three
major difficulties. First, income splitting (or joint taxation) provides the greatest benefits to one-earner couples who need it least (the highest earners) and the
least or no benefits to couples who need it most (the
lowest earners). As several analysts have noted, income
splitting is a poorly targeted method of supporting
one-earner couples engaged in home child care
(Cooper 1995; Callan 2006; Weir 2007). Second,
income splitting would benefit nonelderly couples
without dependent children more than couples with
children (Laurin 2006, tables 2 and 8). Third, other
programs are better suited to support families at all
income levels in keeping a parent at home to care for
children if that is their preference. One could consider
enriching employment insurance parental leave benefits, National Child Benefits (particularly the supplement portion) or Universal Child Care Benefits.
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Splitting of labour income and gender equity
Because labour earnings are by far the largest component of total incomes for most working-age couples, allowing this type of income to be split would
have the biggest effects on gender equity. From
almost any perspective, these affects would be
adverse. Splitting would distort cohabitation and
marital incentives, create disincentives for women to
enter the labour force and bias spouses’ choices of
the mix of household production and market work —
tending to keep women in the home and performing
most household work. The gender effects of splitting
would also carry over from women’s short-run decisions into their longer-run life paths. Joint taxation
and income splitting would pose hurdles to women’s
taking part-time work and thereby tend to make
their choice between work and home all-or-nothing.
Extended time out of the labour force would
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Empirical studies of the effects of the choice of
tax unit on marital and divorce decisions have
exploited the changing pattern of tax penalties
and tax bonuses accruing to marriage under the
US income tax.128 One study found no statistically
significant effect on the fraction of unmarried
women over age 15 who marry in each year
(Sjoquist and Walker 1995). Another study, using
similar data but a slightly longer period and different methods, found a small but statistically significant effect: as the marriage tax increases and
the marriage bonus decreases, the aggregate marriage rate also decreases (Alm and Whittington
1995). Both studies found evidence that higher
marriage penalties cause some couples to delay
marriage from late in the calendar year until the
following spring to avoid the tax bite for one year.
A study of Canada’s 1986 change in how the second spouse’s income was applied against the
spousal exemption — from just income earned
after the marriage to the spouse’s income for the
full year — also found a shift in the timing of
marriages away from late in the year (Gelardi
1996). Another study found that the US tax treatment of married couples affected divorce in the
expected direction, although the response was
small and more significant for women than for
men (Whittington and Alm 1997).
The relevance of US findings to the Canadian
context needs to be qualified. The Canadian tax
system treats married couples and common-law
partners the same, whereas in the United States
only married couples face mandatory joint taxation. Hence, assuming that the authorities could
determine when two people were in a common-law
relationship, the application of joint taxation in
Canada would not necessarily have an effect on
marriage behaviour. The US marriage penalty
might simply increase the rate of unmarried cohabitation among two-earner couples. But the US finding of an effect on divorce behaviour might still
apply to Canada if it adopted joint taxation. Note
that full splitting, which the United States allowed
between 1948 and 1969, exerts behavioural effects

Splitting of labour income and parenting

interrupt their work experience, depreciate their
market skills and possibly signal to potential
employers a lack of commitment that might affect
future job options. In contrast, individual taxation
reduces the financial hurdles facing married
women who wish to take part-time work, encouraging earlier re-entry into the labour market after
maternity-related absences. Inequalities in market
earnings between spouses also affect the dynamics
of power over spending within the household. All
of these disadvantages follow women throughout
their lives, their effects accumulating at both the
individual and societal level. They are also accentuated when marriages dissolve.

Related Issues

S

everal additional issues related to the tax
treatment of couples warrant brief review: the
spousal and equivalent tax credit; the relationship between the tax unit and flat taxes; the
implications of the choice of tax unit for provincial
income taxes; and the politics of and public attitudes
toward income splitting.
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The spousal and equivalent tax credit
The Canadian income tax’s key provision linking
spouses is the spousal and equivalent tax credit,
which in some form has been part of the tax system since its inception. Calls for the abolition or
reform of this credit (and its predecessor exemption) have been made by the Royal Commission on
the Status of Women (Canada 1970), the Law
Commission of Canada (2001) and several feminist
tax policy analysts.130 Their arguments are similar
and often parallel my reasons for opposing the
splitting of couples’ labour income: the value of
household production by an at-home spouse, the
incremental work-related costs of the second
spouse and work disincentives for the second earner. Moreover, the spousal credit is available regardless of whether claimants have dependent children.
Indeed, the Law Commission of Canada says that
more than half of spousal credit claimants have no
dependent child and even fewer have a preschool
child (2001, 76-7). As the Royal Commission on the
Status of Women stated:
We believe that a woman does not become
economically dependent by virtue of her
marriage...A childless couple has the right to

decide that the wife will devote all her time
to homemaking but there is no reason why
the State should attach an advantage to this
choice by giving the husband a married status [tax] exemption. (Canada 1970, 299)
Recommended alternatives to the spousal credit have
included restricting it to families with young children, making the credit refundable and payable
directly to the at-home spouse and replacing it with
an enriched National Child Benefit. A few countries
that use an individual tax unit have abolished similar spousal provisions, but 21 of the 30 OECD countries have counterparts to Canada’s spousal tax credit
(OECD 2005, 34-6).
Are there any arguments for retaining the
spousal and equivalent tax credit? Ascribing free
choice to the at-home spouse in the decision to
work at home or in the labour market is not always
accurate. Some spouses cannot readily find market
work on account of a poor local economy for their
skills, extended illness or other personal factors.
Older women in traditional marriages, who have
been out of the labour force for many years or were
never active in it, are likely to find work only with
great difficulty. Additionally, one could argue that
married and common-law spouses have support
obligations toward their spouse, mandated under
provincial family laws, which creates a charge
against the supporting spouse’s ability to pay taxes
(Duff 2002). More pragmatically, attempts to abolish
the spousal credit would encounter fierce political
opposition (as did a similar suggestion by the
Minister for the Status of Women in 1983). To meet
the concerns of gender equity, the credit could be
made refundable and payable directly to the athome spouse, but it would not eliminate that
spouse’s work disincentives. And unless restricted to
the presence of a dependent child, that change
would raise the equity issue of eligibility by lowincome singles.

Splitting and flat taxes
Without progressivity of the tax rate schedule, the
choice of tax unit would have no effect on the tax
liabilities of couples versus singles or one-earner
couples versus two-earner couples. A pure flat tax
system — or a single-rate tax with a spousal
exemption or credit equal in value to that of the
basic filer and transferable to the filer — would
treat all couples with the same income identically.131 Alberta’s single-rate income tax fits this bill
precisely. Interestingly, the Canadian Alliance’s
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2000 proposal for a flat tax was motivated by the
argument of horizontal equity for single-earner
couples versus dual-earner couples with the same
total income (Canadian Alliance Party 2000, 17,
22). As noted earlier, conservative analysts in both
Canada (Veldhuis and Clemens 2004) and the
United States (Bartlett 1998) have supported the
flat tax as their preferred solution. And in a frontpage newspaper column extolling the virtues of
income splitting, Andrew Coyne has also cited the
flat tax alternative (2006). Of course, abandoning
rate progressivity, and thus vertical equity, in personal taxation in order to correct an alleged horizontal inequity is akin to throwing out the baby
with the bathwater.132

Implications of splitting for provincial taxation
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Public attitudes and politics
Two polls have found that Canadians heavily support
the introduction of general income splitting — with
about three-quarters of respondents favourable to the
proposal.133 One pollster described income splitting as
a pretty simple concept and people find it a
popular notion. We found in the past that with
tax cuts in many, many instances, when traded
off against health care and other social programs, and attach a number to it, it was rejected. But not in this case. We didn’t see it and I
thought that was kind of surprising. (quoted in
Aubry 2007)
These polling results appear to confirm the earlier
characterization of income splitting as “the 21st-century equivalent of a chicken in every pot.”
Yet the depth and strength of support for income
splitting has not been truly tested in the political
arena. In early 2000, the Reform Party introduced its
flat tax proposal, which initially garnered significant
public interest and support. After the plan’s extreme
distributional impacts — with tax relief heavily tilted
toward the wealthiest taxpayers — were publicized in
the run-up to the fall 2000 federal election, Reform’s
successor, Canadian Alliance, modified the proposal.
Its dual-rate tax plan substantially moderated the
flat tax scheme’s distributional tilt (see Kesselman
2000). If a political party were to come forward in
support of general income splitting, it seems likely
that history would repeat itself. Opposition parties
would publicize the fact that income splitting benefits only a minority of Canadian households, and
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If the federal tax system adopted income splitting
for couples, this could have important implications
for provincial income taxes. But the exact form of
federal splitting would make a big difference. If the
federal tax instituted a joint return for couples,
then the nine provinces (all except Quebec) that
piggyback their income tax onto the federal return
under a tax collection agreement would be constrained to use the same joint return. Provinces
would be able to retain individual taxation only by
having their own tax returns, in which each spouse
would separately identify his or her own income,
thus raising taxpayers’ filing costs. However, if the
federal income splitting were implemented via
transfers of taxable income between spouses, while
retaining individual filing, then each province could
still choose to apply its tax on an individual basis
without the need for separate tax returns. Either
approach to retaining individual taxation at the
provincial level would leave intact some incentives
for couples to engage in tax planning to split
incomes for provincial tax purposes. The revenue
effect on the provinces of mandatory joint returns
would hinge on the extent of splitting permitted —
with full splitting entailing a substantial revenue
loss unless provincial rate schedules were adjusted.
US practice at the state level is instructive on this
issue. None of the states has a tax collection agreement similar to Canada’s that permits the use of a
unified federal-state tax return. The 42 states that
impose income tax use widely varying methods (see
United States 1997, 61-2; Michael and Manzi 2007,
27-8). Six states employ flat rate taxes and therefore
have small or no marriage tax penalties or bonuses.

Nine states require individual filing based on each
spouse’s own income, similar to the US federal system
in common-law states prior to 1948, or a combined
return but with taxes applied to the spouses’ separate
incomes as if they were single. Those states face the
problem of how to prevent the shifting of assets
between spouses to avoid tax; some allow couples to
allocate income freely from jointly owned property.
Thirteen states offer couples pure income splitting,
with married joint tax brackets twice the width of singles’ brackets, like the US federal tax from 1948
through 1969. Seven states have a system of joint filing for couples with the widths of progressive tax rate
brackets less than twice those for single filers, like that
of the US federal tax for most of the period since
1969. Two states have hybrid systems with only some
brackets for couples twice those for singles, yielding
marriage penalties across all incomes. Five states offer
a credit to offset the marriage penalty from their progressive rate structure.

even within that group the benefits are heavily
skewed toward the highest earners. Electoral concerns could press any such proposal to be restricted
to families with young children and/or limited in
the amount of splitting allowed.

Summary and Recommendations

I

began this study with a question: “Is income
splitting fair?” To answer, I developed a framework for assessing fairness, centred on the concept of horizontal equity and taking “equals” to be
taxpayers with the same real living standards. I
assessed the key factors needed to translate money
income into real living standards and considered
how these factors apply to the major types of
income. The translation is affected by family size
and work preferences. The differential opportunity of
some groups to avoid taxes also enters the analysis,
a factor that affects the assessment of horizontal
equity for the splitting of each income type in different ways. Hence, it is not surprising that the answers
to the question vary by the type of income. Table 6
shows the relevance of each factor to my assessment
of splitting for each income type. My recommendations are also influenced by the criteria of gender
and vertical equity, incentive, efficiency, simplicity
and operational considerations. My findings take
guidance from countries that use the individual as
their basic tax unit for labour income but that apply
variants of splitting for other types of income.
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Pension income
Pension income splitting can be justified by the horizontal inequity arising from working couples’ differential access to spousal RRSPs. The self-employed
and employees with little or no employer pension
savings can use spousal RRSPs to undertake lifetime
income splitting, but employees with good employer
pension plans cannot. The introduction of pension
income splitting reduces the appeal of spousal
Table 6

Horizontal Equity Considerations in Splitting
Income
Type of
income
Pension
Investment
Labour

Family
size
•
•
•

Work
preferences

Tax
avoidance

Gender

•

•
•
•

•
•
•

RRSPs. Any remaining horizontal inequities should
be controlled by attributing back to contributors for
tax purposes withdrawals prior to age 60 (rather than
the current three-year window) and/or disallowing
any future spousal RRSP contributions. The pensionsplitting provision itself could be improved by, for
example, constraining pension splitting to a 50:50
split between the spouses of their combined eligible
pension income (to minimize gaming the OAS clawback), disregarding split pension income in the computation of each spouse’s OAS clawback or setting
an upper bound to the amount of pension income
that can be split annually (in order to constrain horizontal inequity between senior couples and senior
singles).134 Pension-income splitting also could be
replaced by applying the lower-income spouse’s
unused room in the lower tax brackets to the other
spouse’s pension income, a preferable option for
those concerned by the gender equity issue of avoiding taxation on income not controlled by a spouse.

Investment income
Investment income splitting can be justified by the
horizontal inequity arising from the different use of
tax avoidance mechanisms by couples with respect
to shifting their savings and financial assets.
Canadian couples have numerous legal means to
shift their lifetime non-tax-sheltered savings to
reduce their total tax burden. Attempts to constrain
such actions consume tax enforcement resources
and lead to higher tax planning costs and distorted
investment patterns that reduce economic efficiency. All countries that use individual taxation of
labour earnings have faced the difficult issue of
how to tax couples’ investment income. Canada
could pursue either of two solutions: impose a
mandatory 50:50 allocation rule on couples’ total
investment income or permit the transfer of financial assets between spouses and tax investment
income to the spouse who holds legal title to the
asset. The former approach would be simpler, avoid
the costs and distortions of tax and financial planning by couples and allow couples to focus on
maximizing their investment returns rather than
minimizing their tax burden. But if gender equity is
a primary concern, the latter approach is preferable
because it would encourage the transfer of property
to lower-earning spouses and would not impose a
tax liability on spouses who do not control the
income flow.
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Labour income
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Given its predominance in the budgets of most nonelderly households, labour income is pivotal in any
analysis of income splitting. Unlike the horizontal
equity assessment of pension and investment income
splitting, differential opportunities for tax avoidance
are not a major consideration for labour income outside the limited realm of the self-employed and proprietors. My analysis of the horizontal equity of
labour income splitting hinges on three cases, which
differ in terms of how much time the couple’s second
earner spends in the paid labour market versus home
production versus informal market work. Any assessment of horizontal equity must adjust money income
for factors such as home production and work-related costs to determine couples’ relative real living
standards. The first case is that of a one-earner couple, where the at-home spouse can produce additional nonmarket goods and services and avoid the costs
related to working. The notion that this couple is an
“equal” for tax purposes to a two-earner couple having the same money income is quite unfounded.
Rather, the one-earner couple is comparable to a
two-earner couple with the additional earnings that
the second earner could generate in the paid labour
market. Alternatively, one needs to add the value of
the at-home spouse’s additional home production
and leisure to the other spouse’s market earnings to
gauge the couple’s total income. For this case, the
individual is the most appropriate tax unit, with no
income splitting.
The second case is that of two-earner, full-time
working couples with the same total income but
different splits in the spouses’ earnings. Here, an
equity case for some income splitting might be
made. All such couples face the expenses of both
spouses working and none has additional time for
household production. However, this case
assumes that the couple is the tax unit and that
the spouses share their income fully, so horizontal equity with singles would require a joint rate
schedule that reflects the scale economies of couples rather than full income splitting. This would
yield marriage penalties as well as bonuses —
something that Canadian advocates of splitting
appear not to have contemplated. Moreover,
many spouses do not fully share their income,
and it would be impractical to distinguish
between second earners who work full time and
those who work part time at high hourly pay
rates (and have more time for household produc-

tion). Thus, even for this case, individual taxation
is the best policy choice.
The third, and strongest, case for labour income
splitting involves one-earner couples in which the
second spouse remains at home to provide assistance
to the earning spouse, thus enabling him/her to garner a higher salary. In this case, the couple does not
have additional time in total for producing nonmarket goods and services at home. In effect, the couple
has two workers, one at home providing “informal
market work” and one in the market, together generating a single high salary. This situation could justify
income splitting, albeit limited to the portion of the
salary that could be attributed to the at-home
spouse’s contribution. For the self-employed and proprietors, payments to the spouse for work performed
in the business are already allowed; the counterpart
payments to the assisting spouses of employees are
highly restricted. Such spousal payments should be
allowed, but given the incentives for an employed
spouse to exaggerate the contribution of the at-home
spouse and the monitoring difficulties for tax authorities, it would be better for employers to make payments directly to, and taxable to, the assisting
spouse. Another problem is that allowing spouses to
split income in this case but not in the other cases
would fail the test of public acceptance. In short, the
third case of labour income, like the other cases, is
best handled by individual taxation.
The evidence on distributional effects and empirical findings on the labour supply, economic efficiency, intrafamily distribution and marriage effects
of alternative tax units reinforces the choice of individual taxation of labour income on horizontal
equity grounds. Many of these findings also strongly reject joint taxation or income splitting on gender
equity grounds. This is a remarkable convergence of
diverse types of analyses and evidence to sustain
such a policy conclusion. Groups that advocate
income splitting out of concern for couples who
care for young children at home would meet their
objective more effectively and fairly through alternative policies. Good candidates include enriching
employment insurance parental leave benefits,
National Child Benefit Supplements and Universal
Child Care Benefits. Much of the tax savings from
labour income splitting, in contrast, would be dispersed to couples without dependent children and
concentrated among a relatively small group of
high-income couples.
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Final thoughts
My analysis supports limited splitting of pension
income and mandatory splitting of investment
income or free interspousal asset transfers while
retaining the individual tax unit for labour income.
Labour earnings constitute the primary source of
income of the great majority of non-elderly couples, so my primary message is: use the individual
tax unit for labour income. In addition to equity
gains among couples and between couples and singles, individual taxation of labour income promotes
gender equity and horizontal equity, and it avoids
the significant reduction in vertical equity that
would accompany full splitting. It also avoids distortions of marital and cohabitation choices that
arise through marriage tax bonuses and penalties,
and it maintains incentives for second earners to
enter the labour force and to choose their desired
mix of household production and market work. Use
of the individual tax unit further circumvents the
need to adjust rate schedules for scale economies,
since all taxpayers face the same schedule.135
Finally, the individual tax unit carries additional
advantages of personal autonomy and financial privacy for each taxpayer.
The proposed package of individual taxation for
labour income and other methods for pension and
investment income also satisfies the tax policy criteria of simplicity, operational ease and economic efficiency. It facilitates simplicity and operational ease by
taxing labour income on an individual basis and by
radically easing income attribution rules. Individual
taxation of labour income is also more efficient than
joint or split taxation because of differential work
responses of married men and women. The efficiency
and savings effects of pension splitting are ambiguous, but at least it should reduce tax planning costs.
Investment income splitting through either of my
proposed methods would decrease the effective tax
rate on non-tax-sheltered investments and thus
would carry the greater economic efficiency of a consumption-based personal tax. My proposals for pension and investment income might be criticized on
the grounds that they would reduce vertical equity,
but the loss of vertical equity would be limited given
the splitting that already takes place. Any loss of vertical equity needs to be balanced against the gains in
horizontal and gender equity and in simplicity and
efficiency. In short, aside from limited forms of
income splitting, the Canadian personal tax system
should retain the individual as its basic tax unit.
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See “Couples’ income-tax sharing should be welcomed,” editorial, Orangeville Citizen, November 30,
2006; “The case for income splitting is compelling,”
editorial, Vancouver Sun, November 22, 2006, p. A22;
“Income splitting should benefit all,” editorial, Calgary
Herald, February 4, 2007; and “Income-splitting for
all,” editorial, National Post, January 30, 2007, p. A16.
See “Income splitting ‘gift to the rich,’” editorial,
Leader-Post (Regina), December 13, 2006; “Incomesplitting genie out of bottle,” editorial, Toronto Star,
November 2, 2006, p. A6; “Swing axe slowly on
income-splitting,” editorial, Edmonton Journal,
February 1, 2007; and “No to income-splitting,” editorial, Times Colonist (Victoria), February 13, 2007.
Throughout this study, I use the term “spouse” to
include common-law as well as married partners
whenever referring to the Canadian tax system. The
terms “wife” and “husband” also include common-law
partners and the counterparts for same-sex partners,
whether married or common-law. Many other countries do not treat married couples and common-law
partners equally for taxation.
For a recent popular articulation of this view, see
Taylor (2006); for a more scholarly statement, see
Boessenkool and Davies (1998).
The inquiry concluded that the critique was based on a
failure to consider the in-kind production by at-home
spouses and the added work expenses of second earners (1999b, 12). Analysis by the Finance Department
supported this conclusion (Canada 1999a).
See Riley (2006) and Taylor (2007), respectively. The
“green” support for income splitting emanates from its
potential to encourage less out-of-home work, more
part-time and home-based work, less commuting and
more volunteering and parenting. See the official
statement in Green Party of Canada (2007, 64-5).
I consider the couple, rather than the family unit, as I
do not cover issues concerning the tax treatment of
dependent children or family members other than the
spouse; my focus is on couples versus singles.
I do not cover splitting of transfer incomes, for several
reasons. First, transfers targeted at those with low
incomes (such as the Guaranteed Income Supplement
and provincial income assistance) are based on a couple’s combined income and go mainly to nontaxable
households. Second, Quebec and Canada Pension Plan
benefits can already be split for tax purposes. Third,
clawbacks of other transfer benefits from higherincome earners (such as Old Age Security and employment insurance) are based on individual income
consistent with social insurance principles.
An alternative, and clearly different, notion of horizontal equity is that tax policies should not alter the
ordinal ranking of individuals: the posttax ranking of
individuals should be the same as the pretax ranking.
This notion is less appealing in the context of income

splitting. For discussion and measurement of the ranking
version of horizontal equity, see Atkinson (1980);
Kaplow (1989); Jenkins and Lambert (1999); Duclos and
Lambert (2000); and Auerbach and Hassett (2002).
Duclos provides a penetrating analysis of both notions of
horizontal equity (2006).
In a more recent rendition, “large differences [in tax burdens] among similar individuals…might be viewed as
intrinsically arbitrary, and therefore more costly to the
social fabric” (Auerbach and Hassett 2002, 1117). See
Ravallion for extensive discussion of how horizontal
inequity can undermine requisite public support for
development policies (2004); similar points apply to tax
and other policies in developed economies.
However, some quantitative guidance can be taken from
the relative numbers in the various groups and the relative magnitudes of the horizontal inequities reduced and
increased. That is, if a provision favouring one group
cannot be removed, then extending similar favourable
treatment to another group might improve horizontal
equity overall, even if it leaves still another group disadvantaged. Note that this problem is analogous to the
problem of “second best” in economic theory: if one distortion cannot be removed, it might be economically
more efficient to increase other distortions rather than to
reduce them.
I ignore the fact that the base of the personal “income”
tax in Canada is much closer to consumption than
income — because of the provisions for tax-sheltered
retirement savings and tax-free capital gains on homes.
For discussion of horizontal equity for these two tax
bases, see Musgrave (1976, 9-13) and Feldstein (1976,
87-9). McIntyre explicitly considers tax-unit issues for
consumption-based personal taxes (1990).
Similarly, Kaplow asserts, “[horizontal equity] demands
equal treatment only when there is no legitimate basis
for [unequal treatment]” (1989, 149).
My development of the horizontal equity implications of
heterogeneous preferences, costs and options in the next
subsections builds on general concepts in Feldstein
(1976); Musgrave (1976); and Duclos (2006).
Other aspects of needs or cost of living are differentials
by location, age or health status, which are not relevant
to the issue of income splitting.
For a volume devoted to studies of equivalence-scale
methodology and application, see Dagum and Ferrari
(2004); for studies that use the concept in assessing the
Canadian income distribution, see Green and Kesselman
(2006). Note that this literature also considers families of
differing composition between adults and children.
The role of equivalence scales in assessing the horizontal equity of married joint tax-filing provisions in the
US income tax system is carefully assessed in Auerbach
and Hassett (2002). McIntyre argues that scale
economies should be disregarded in the taxation of couples (1988, 197-8); see also Minarik (1983). Bittker discusses how scale economies are likely to vary by a
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couple’s income level and are especially difficult to
assess for very high incomes (1975, 1422-5). The Law
Commission of Canada asserts that it is inappropriate
for tax policies to account for scale economies
enjoyed by married couples differently than those
arising from other relationships (2001, 80-1).
The concept of “potential” or “full” income is commonly used in economic analysis to measure the earnings of an individual, standardized for full-time work.
As Le Grand has observed, “realized income has an
important characteristic that makes it unsuitable for
equity purposes: its voluntary nature” (1987, 435).
Common examples would be the differential taxation of
particular types of income such as dividends and capital
gains on equities to reflect the fact that the income has
already been taxed at the corporate level. The relationship
among tax-avoidance opportunities, tax complexity and
horizontal equity is developed at length in Kesselman
(1994). Here, I use “tax avoidance” to refer to both legal
tax planning and activities that extend beyond the law —
such as self-employed persons’ excessive splitting of
business income with a spouse — but that are difficult for
the tax authorities to monitor or control.
For US research on income splitting in which gender
equity issues are highlighted, see Gann (1980); Davis
(1988); Jones (1988); Kornhauser (1993); and
McCaffery (1993, 1997); for Canadian studies, see
Maloney (1994); Brooks (1996); Lahey (2000, 2005);
Freiler, Stairs and Kitchen (2001); Law Commission of
Canada (2001); Philipps (2002); Samtani (2006); and
Woolley (2007).
For the “control” approach, see Dulude (1979);
Kornhauser (1993); and Brooks (1996); for the “benefit” approach, see McIntyre and Oldman (1977);
Minarik (1983); and McIntyre (1996); and for a critical
assessment of these approaches, see Head (1996).
Davis (1988) and Law Commission of Canada (2001),
among others, have noted not only that full sharing is
lacking among many couples but also that sharing is
found in many other nonconjugal relationships that
would equally warrant income splitting if it were
allowed for couples. Philipps notes that the transfer of
legal title over assets between spouses does not necessarily mean transfer of effective control (2007).
The control approach relates more closely to the traditional definition of income as an individual’s consumption plus change in net worth. In contrast, the
benefit approach is more compatible with the use of a
consumption base for the direct personal tax. The principal means by which the tax base is transformed from
income to consumption are: tax-deferred savings in
Registered Retirement Savings Plans and Registered
Pension Plans, tax-free capital gains on home equity
and nontaxation of the imputed rental value of owneroccupied housing and favourable tax treatment of dividend income and capital gains. See Kesselman (2004)
for further analysis.

25 Here, I do not consider tax-unit issues with respect to
dependent children or other family members. For
studies that focus on the appropriate principles for
taxing families, including children, see Boessenkool
and Davies (1998) and Vincent and Woolley (2000).
Tax avoidance by splitting incomes with children is
another policy concern; see Donnelly, Magee and
Young (2000).
26 Note that the rate schedule would be twice as wide
because, with scale economies ignored, a couple is
assumed to contain two adult-equivalents. A third
method of full income splitting is to allow transfers of
unused room in the lower brackets between spouses; as
I discuss later, a limited form of this method has been
proposed as an alternative to pension income splitting.
27 Intuitively, once the spouses have shifted enough
income that they are in the same rate bracket, any further shifting will change the allocation of taxes
between them but not their total taxes.
28 Technically stated, the lower earner’s marginal tax rate
will increase from splitting if and only if the couple’s
average income (I ) equals or exceeds the top end of
the lower earner’s tax bracket.
29 This approach facilitates the analytical comparisons
with the singles’ tax rate schedule. Joint taxation systems typically express their rate schedules as applicable to the spouses’ combined incomes and use a
different rate schedule for single filers.
30 In contrast, Belgium and Greece use individual taxation but require couples to file a joint tax return.
31 Callan aptly draws this distinction in the context of
reforms to the Irish tax treatment of couples (2006).
32 This account of US policy history relies most heavily
on Surrey (1948); Groves (1963); Bittker (1975); and
McCaffery (1997, chaps. 2 and 3), and secondarily on
Brazer (1980); Gann (1980); Munnell (1980); and
O’Neill (1983). Jones offers a fascinating gendered
analysis of the social and attitudinal changes surrounding the adoption of income splitting in the
United States (1988).
33 For example, if provisions such as the standard deduction, zero-bracket amounts, personal credits or capital
gains loss offsets for married couples are less than
twice those for single filers, additional marriage penalties can arise, while other provisions can create marriage bonuses; see United States (1996; 1997, 15-25).
McCaffery also cites as a marriage bonus the US taxfree treatment of employee fringe benefits that extend
to the employee’s spouse (1993, 1010-3); Lahey reiterates this theme in the Canadian context (2005).
34 Marriage bonuses and penalties and disincentives for
second workers in US income security programs often
exceed those of the income tax. Most noteworthy are
provisions in the US social security program for
spousal retirement and survivor benefits (Boskin and
Puffert 1987), and the earned income tax credit
(Holtzblatt and Rebelein 2000). Canada does not have
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Hoynes (2000). For the most extensive analysis of marriage bonuses and penalties, see United States (1997); for
alternative ways of defining and measuring these items,
see Bull, Holtzblatt and Nunns (1999); McIntyre and
McIntyre (1999); and Esenwein (2001).
Feenberg estimates that the second-earner deduction
shifted many couples from the penalty to the bonus category, produced small increases in married women’s
work hours and reduced the efficiency cost of the
income tax (1983). See also Gann for extensive assessment and critique of the deduction (1980, 36-9; 1983).
Here, I ignore the fact that the married joint filers’ standard deduction is less than double that of single filers.
Rate schedules for all four filing types for tax years 2000
through 2007 are available at www.moneychimp.com/
features/tax_brackets.htm
A more acerbic version of this concern was that “the
two-job married couple has moved to the center stage in
the ever changing but never ending drama entitled
‘Victims of Tax Injustice’” (Bittker 1975, 1431).
See Brazer (1980); Gann (1980); Munnell (1980); O’Neill
(1983); Davis (1988); Kornhauser (1993); and McCaffery
(1993, 1997), all of whom have been concerned with both
equity and incentive issues. The most indefatigable yet
nuanced defender of full income splitting among US analysts has been Michael McIntyre — see, for example,
McIntyre and Oldman (1977); McIntyre (1988, 1990,
1996). See also Minarik for a compact but spirited
defence of income splitting (1983).
Allowing spouses to file individually (using the singles’
rate schedule) would eliminate all marriage penalties
and leave only marriage bonuses. For an assessment
and costing of this approach, see United States (1997,
97); Bartlett notes its complexities (1998, 15-6).
Some countries, such as Portugal and Spain, that offer
variants of joint taxation for married couples require
individual taxation for cohabiting couples; see
O’Donoghue and Sutherland (1999, 597). See also
Sommerhalder for a detailed description and history of
the tax treatment of couples and families in selected
European countries (1996).
Lahey who tracks the history of the choice of tax unit in
six countries, concludes that “joint models of the tax
unit tend to be replaced with individual models as relationships recognized in law become more diverse, as sex
roles become more egalitarian, as social values become
less ‘traditional’ and [more] inclusive, as women gain
direct legal interests in incomes and assets, and as the
state assumes more responsibility for the welfare of children” (2000, 25).
Even before its 1991 tax reform, Sweden taxed investment income jointly (and separately from labour earnings) because of concerns about tax avoidance and,
according to a Swedish analyst cited in Dulude because
“the introduction of completely separate taxation [for
such income was] not deemed necessary from a labour
market point of view” (1985, 81).
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comparable issues in its Canada Pension Plan retirement benefits, but the National Child Benefit
Supplement does contain similar penalties and disincentives. Since Canada treats married and commonlaw couples identically, the family effects relate to
cohabitation and truthful reporting of conjugal status
rather than marriage per se. Welfare programs have
even more extreme marriage penalties and work disincentives for second earners.
From the outset it was established law that couples
could use interspousal gifts of income-producing assets
to shift the tax liability so long as they were willing to
relinquish control over the assets (Bittker 1975, 1403).
Top marginal tax rates rose to above 90 percent during
the 1940s, and coverage of the adult population by the
US federal income tax rose from just 5 percent in 1939
to 74 percent in 1945, while income tax revenues rose
from 1.2 percent to 10.0 percent of personal income
over that period (Munnell 1980, 255).
See the account in Bittker (1975, 1408-10, 1412) and
Groves (1963, 63). In a repeated attempt to pass this
legislation in 1942, a provision for relief on the earnings of a second spouse was added.
The reform fell slightly short of full income splitting on
account of a standard deduction of $1,000 per filer
regardless of whether it was an individual or a couple
filing jointly; previously, the standard deduction had
been $500 per return, but a couple filing two individual
returns effectively obtained a total of $1,000. Surrey
states that this fixed standard deduction “can be
accepted as a device to compensate for these economies
[of scale for a couple’s living costs]” (1948, 1108).
Groves attributed the origin of this income-splitting
method to Fabian Society leader Sidney Webb (1963,
64; see also Webb 1916, 236-8). See my later description of the United Kingdom’s system of tax aggregation for that period.
Federal tax law defers to state law on the issue of eligibility for married joint-filing status; only legally
married couples plus partners with a common-law
marriage recognized in the state where the couple
resides are eligible. Currently just 10 states plus the
District of Columbia recognize common-law marriages
contracted within their borders, while another five
states recognize such relations if contracted prior to a
specified date. Same-sex couples cannot file jointly for
federal tax purposes under any circumstances.
Some observers also attributed a congressional intent
to recognize the scale economies enjoyed by couples;
compare Gann (1980, 28-9); Cohen (1983, 30); and
McIntyre and McIntyre (1999, 919).
See Gann (1980, 22), and also compare this with the
results of my later computations for a Canadian system of partial income splitting, with couples assigned
1.5 adult-equivalents, in table 5.
See, for example, Rosen (1976); Feenberg (1983);
Feenberg and Rosen (1983, 1995); and Eissa and
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52 In the 2006 tax year, the standard tax bracket (20 percent rate) was 32,000 for single taxpayers, 41,000
for one-earner couples and up to 64,000 for twoearner couples (a minimum of 41,000, then increased
by the amount of the lower earner’s income to a maximum of 23,000); any income above the standard
bracket was taxed at 42 percent (OECD 2007, 257).
53 Sources for the UK system are Sommerhalder (1996)
and Stephens and Ward-Batts (2004); see also Dulude
for a more detailed history (1985, 76-9).
54 This applies to income from real property as well as financial income in the form of interest and dividends; the
United Kingdom imposes a separate tax on capital gains.
55 My sources for the Belgian tax system are
Sommerhalder (1996); OECD (2005, 61-2; 2007,
142-3); and private correspondence with Geoffroy
van Kan and Lieven van Belleghem.
56 Joint filing with partial splitting combined with
optional separate filing by spouses using the single
rate schedule has also been considered as a reform
option in the United States (see United States 1996, 36;
Esenwein 2001, 13).
57 Sources for this account of the French approach are
OECD (2007, 200-1) and O’Donoghue and Sutherland
(1999, 573, 582-3); see also Dulude for a more detailed
history (1985, 71-3).
58 Full income splitting follows the family quotient format
but with a fixed quotient of 2 per couple irrespective of
the presence or number of children; Portugal and
Germany use this approach. Germany adopted income
splitting in 1957 based on a Supreme Court finding of
a constitutional requirement to ensure equality of treatment of taxpayers before and after marriage
(Sommerhalder 1996, 185). France adopted its quotient
system in 1945 to encourage family formation and
larger families (Pechman and Engelhardt 1990, 9).
59 Sura v. Minister of National Revenue, [1957] 62 D.T.C.
1005, at 1008-9.
60 Dulude reports that the then Deputy Minister of
Finance confided to her that high governmental officials were also influenced by their wives’ opposition to
the proposed joint taxation (1985, 84).
61 This history is documented by Dulude (1985, 84-5); see
also Lahey (2000, 40-4) for additional background
62 Some of the notable Canadian research on this topic
during the intervening period includes Dulude (1985);
Lahey (1988); and Maloney (1989).
63 See Maloney (1994); Boessenkool and Davies
(1998); Canada (1998); Krashinsky and Cleveland
(1999); Lahey (2000, 2005); Vincent and Woolley
(2000); Young (2000); Law Commission of Canada
(2001); and Freiler, Stairs and Kitchen (2001).
Unlike the others cited here, Boessenkool and
Davies conclude that joint taxation is superior on
horizontal equity grounds, but ultimately they prefer individual taxation on social, behavioural and
operational grounds.

64 See also Emes and Clemens, who compute how a flat
tax would reduce the differential tax burdens of single- and dual-earner couples with the same total
income (2001); Boessenkool (2001) and Rabushka and
Veldhuis (2008) for other flat tax proponents citing the
inequity for single-earner couples; and my later discussion of the flat tax approach.
65 These groups include the Institute of Marriage and
Family Canada, the Work Research Foundation, the
Institute for Canadian Values and REAL Women of
Canada; see Coggins (2007) and the Web sites of the
individual organizations. The House of Commons
Standing Committee on Finance also lists groups testifying in support of income splitting (Canada 2006b,
42). These groups have focused on the system’s alleged
inequities for single-earner couples with a stay-athome parent and for dual-earner couples with identical
total incomes but different splits.
66 All the credit amounts cited in this paragraph must be
multiplied by the federal bottom-bracket marginal tax
rate to obtain the federal tax reduction (that rate was
15.25 percent in the 2006 tax year and was retroactively
reduced to 15 percent for 2007). Also, these results are
compounded by provincial income taxes, although the
amounts of basic and spousal credits vary by province.
67 The lower-earning spouse was still required to file a
separate tax return. This is often advantageous in any
event in order for that individual to claim a refund of
withheld taxes and to establish eligibility for various
refundable tax credits (federal and provincial) that are
conditioned on the joint incomes of couples.
68 Until 1980, Canadian tax law prohibited deductions
even for payments reflecting the actual value of work
performed by a wife in the taxpayer husband’s sole
proprietorship or partnership; these payments were
attributed back to the husband for tax purposes (Lahey
2000, 29, n. 41).
69 Another splitting device, available for owner-managers
to split both capital and labour returns, is the
Employee Profit Sharing Plan. For longer lists of
income-splitting opportunities for couples (and the use
of children for splitting), as well as the income attribution rules used by the authorities in attempts to control
splitting, see Donnelly, Magee and Young (2000), and
Fiscal Agents Financial Services Group (2007).
70 With a rising proportion of married women working,
this method has become feasible for more couples even
though the tax savings from splitting have diminished
with growing equality in the partners’ earnings.
71 The Finance department Web site explains this age
differentiation as targeting the pension income credit
to retired individuals: “individuals have much greater
personal control over the timing of withdrawals
under RRSPs, RRIFs and LIFs compared to RPPs”
(Canada 2007b).
72 The OAS clawback operates in addition to the taxability
of OAS benefits. While OAS benefits are paid out
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argued that “no valid tax policy or reason exists for
allowing a hypothetical income split with a spouse, usually a wife, when no real split of income or control of
assets has occurred” (1981, 135).
By law, the pensioner cannot assign the right to receive
pension benefits except upon death (and then normally
to the surviving spouse).
Extending this proposal to full shifting of unused tax
room in all brackets would add to the complexity of tax
computations, but these could be easily handled by a
supplemental worksheet and tax preparation software.
This includes income from financial assets of publicly
traded or arm’s-length entities (interest, dividends and
capital gains) and from real property (net rents and capital gains). It excludes the returns from unincorporated
businesses and incorporated but closely held businesses,
which combine labour and capital incomes of the owners; these are treated in part in my section on labour
income splitting.
At one time, the UK practice was to tax all of a couple’s
property income to the husband irrespective of which
spouse actually owned the assets (Brazer 1980, 243).
This approach was also proposed for the United
Kingdom by the Meade Committee (1978, 385-90). In
Belgium, it applies only to couples married with “shared
patrimonium”; spouses married with “separate patrimonium” are taxed on the income of investments they own
individually or their share of jointly owned assets. This
situation is analogous to the pre-1948 distinctions
between community-property and common-law states
in the United States.
Another, more radical solution would be that of the
Nordic countries’ dual tax, which combines a flat rate
tax on investment income with progressive rates on
individual labour earnings; see Sørensen (2007). The US
federal income tax since 2001 has similarly applied a
flat rate (15 percent) on long-term capital gains and
dividend incomes of most taxpayers above the lowest
brackets.
Munnell observes: “Although taxing the couple for
unearned income [as in a 50:50 allocation rule] would
violate the principle of individual taxation, the administrative difficulties probably outweigh the desirability of
individual taxation in this area” (1980, 274). Note that tax
planners might still seek to allocate more than 50 percent
of a couple’s total investment income to the lower-earning
spouse — for example, by characterizing rent from real
property as business income instead of property income.
An important caveat here is the need for a companion
anti-avoidance rule that would allow the tax authority to
disregard an interspousal transfer if the transferee did
not acquire beneficial ownership of the asset as well as
legal title.
Currently, in Canada, interspousal asset transfers are
nontaxable unless a special election is made; gains realized on the subsequent sale of the assets are attributed to
the transferor.
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universally to all longer-term residents of Canada beginning at age 65, they are phased out incrementally
according to an individual’s income beyond the $63,511
threshold (for 2007) and fully eliminated when income
reaches $102,865. Shifting income between spouses can
reduce the OAS clawback for one by more than it
increases the OAS clawback for the other, thus raising
the couple’s total net income.
The OAS clawback is imposed at the steep rate of 15
percent of the individual’s net income beyond the
threshold amount. Even after considering the taxability
of OAS, the effective marginal clawback rate of 9 to 10
percent is larger than any of the interbracket tax rate
differentials, while income above $102,865 remains in
the same marginal rate bracket. In contrast, the phaseout rate for the age tax credit amount (not the credit
itself) is 15 percent for net income between $30,936
and $65,449 in 2007, but the impact on the individual’s
effective marginal tax rate is just 2.25 percent (that is,
15 percent times the bottom-bracket rate of 15 percent).
The group listed 23 separate organizations belonging
to the Common Front for Pension Splitting, mostly
retiree and pensioner groups (such as Police Retirees of
Ontario).
Interestingly, neither the Canada Revenue Agency nor
Statistics Canada publishes figures on the extent or
distribution of spousal RRSP contributions; these are
amalgamated with regular RRSP contributions.
Note that CPP/QPP benefit splitting is restricted to
benefits arising from contributions made while the
spouses were living together, and both spouses must be
at least age 60.
A companion policy change could be to reduce the age
limit threshold from 65 to 60 for splitting of pensiontype incomes other than annuities from RPPs.
This choice would not be an uncommon one in cases
where the spouse with the higher pension income also
has more income from other sources (such as investments or employment) than the other spouse.
This case is a concrete illustration of my earlier discussion of the problem of simultaneously improving horizontal equity between B and C but worsening it
between A and B, and assessing the net change in horizontal equity.
See Kesselman and Poschmann for parallel analysis of the
intertemporal inefficiencies that can arise with taxdeferred savings plans such as RPPs and RRSPs (2001).
Laurin reports the distributional effect by income class
(2006), but these results need to be adjusted to account
for the 2007 federal budget measure raising the
spousal tax credit to the level of the basic credit,
which reduces the gains from pension splitting and
particularly eliminates many gainers at low and moderate incomes.
Feminist tax law scholars have criticized the provision
for similar reasons (see, for example, Philipps 2006).
More than a quarter-century ago, Moerschbaecher
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92 Asset shifting in the United Kingdom under a similar
reform was found to be considerably less than one
would have predicted based on the minimization of
joint taxes by couples (Stephens and Ward-Batts 2004).
Shifting of assets might be much more pronounced
under this reform in Canada, which, unlike the United
Kingdom, imposes the splitting of assets upon dissolution of marriage.
93 Because income splitting could be achieved through
simple, direct transfers, this would eliminate many corporate, trust and other complex intermediary structures
currently used to circumvent the attribution rules.
94 See, for example, Dulude (1985); Brooks (1996); Lahey
(2000); Vincent and Woolley (2000); Young (2000);
and Philipps (2002).
95 Lahey similarly suggests the need for “tests designed
to identify genuine economic autonomy” but does
not offer an operational proposal (2000, 119). Head
however, criticizes such an approach, noting that
“[i]t remains unclear how the true pattern of ‘control’
could ever be determined in practice or made the
basis for the design of a feasible tax unit system”
(1996, 202).
96 Brooks expresses similar views: “recognizing the
autonomy of women for tax purposes is important,
regardless of the distributive consequences across
income classes” (1996, 74). Lahey argues that “after
economic relations between men and women have
been equalized, we can take up the issue of equalizing
them between women” (2000, 300).
97 The maximum savings would be less for an elderly
couple on account of the impact on OAS clawbacks;
also, the stated figures apply to most forms of taxable
income other than dividends.
98 As I described earlier, increased splitting could increase
the marginal tax rate of the lower-earning spouse,
which could have adverse effects on that spouse’s
incentives to undertake paid work.
99 Owners of unincorporated and incorporated businesses
can also use Employee Profit Sharing Plans (EPSPs) to
shift labour earnings to a spouse; a recent Tax Court of
Canada ruling has upheld the ability of EPSPs to avoid
payment of CPP premiums on the payments (Greber v.
Minister of National Revenue, [2007 TCC 78]) .
100 Schuetze estimates that just one out of 18 selfemployed men engaged in this activity; he found no
evidence of any illegal shifting of income by selfemployed women to their spouses (2006). I arrive at the
figure cited in the text based on these findings plus the
15 percent of the labour force that is self-employed.
101 This outcome follows the findings of my general equilibrium economic analysis of income tax evasion
(Kesselman 1989).
102 For estimates of the differential effects on after-tax
incomes of one-earner versus two-earner couples with
the same total income at different income levels and for
each OECD country in 2002, see OECD (2005, 55, 58-60).

103 As Lazear and Michael note, “[i]n order to make comparisons across households, however, it is important to
understand the mapping from dollar income into some
notion of ‘real income’ and how that mapping is
affected when one moves from one-earner to twoearner families” (1980, 203). O’Neill observes: “Since
one-earner couples systematically have a larger component of unmeasured income than two-earner couples, a policy that seeks to equalize the tax burdens of
couples whose pooled money incomes are the same
violates the more fundamental principle of ability to
pay.” O’Neill also cites supportive contemporary studies on the value of household production by working
and nonworking wives and on work-related expenses
(1983, 6-9). Krashinsky and Cleveland provide detailed
examples to demonstrate the horizontal equity issues
involved with respect to one-earner versus two-earner
couples in Canada; they also show the important role
played by the child care expense deduction (1999).
104 Some analysts have argued that it is not proper to consider the imputed value of home production under an
income tax and, hence, the differential opportunities
for home production between one- and two-earner
couples; see, for example, McIntyre and Oldman (1977,
1609-18).
105 See OECD for a similar definition of the “secondary
worker” (2005, 37).
106 The study’s sample included all families with an oldest
child under age 18 and second earners who worked
either part time or full time. The results would have
been even more dramatic if it had focused on families
with preschool children and full-time second earners.
107 The value of the incremental household production
exceeds the individual’s potential net-of-tax labour
market earnings but not necessarily potential gross
(before-tax) earnings; thus, the tax system still
exerts an economic inefficiency. Vincent and
Woolley detail alternative methods of gauging the
value of an at-home spouse’s household production
(2000, 35-6).
108 See Kornhauser (1993); Cantillon and Nolan (1998);
Freiler, Stairs and Kitchen (2001); and studies cited therein.
109 Analysts have long tried to determine why married men
earn more, on average, than unmarried men — does
being married raise a man’s earnings or are higherearning men more marriageable? Antonovics and Town
offer an empirical analysis using a sample of monozygotic male twins (to eliminate nonobservable interpersonal differences). They find that marriage does cause
men’s earnings to rise, although they do not address the
issue of whether having a wife who stays out of the
labour force to provide supportive services raises the
earnings of married men (2004).
110 The quotation is from Philipps (2007), summarizing a
passage in Kanter (1977, 110-11).
111 This situation is aptly characterized in a judicial decision: “The company…does not hire an applicant as a
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(1993, 1040). Kaplow offers an interesting utilitarian
analysis that focuses on alternative assumptions about
how resources are shared within the household and which
members benefit from scale economies (1996).
This strand of research assumes a unitary utility function
for couples that does not differentiate the well-being of
the individual spouses.
Their analysis assumes that households have identical
preferences (with Stone-Geary utility functions) and that
tax schedules are linear (but differing between the primary and secondary earner). The covariance between the
wage rates of the husband and wife also enters the
analysis (so-called assortative mating).
Their analysis uses specific functional forms for the couple’s utility and for household production; it also takes a
single representative household and thus avoids distributional considerations. Their quantitative findings for
Australia show efficiency differences across the alternative tax treatments of couples amounting to only a small
fraction of 1 percent of incomes.
See Apps and Rees (1999a) and Gottfried and Richter
(1999). One cited deficiency is that the analysis makes
discrete comparisons between joint and individual taxation without allowing for intermediate results with
smaller but positive differences in the tax rates on the
spouses. Criticisms also arise with the assumptions made
in the authors’ quantitative work. For the authors’
responses, see Piggott and Whalley (1999).
Their model does not incorporate the household production choices of the Piggott-Whalley model. Like
the other models, theirs also has restrictive aspects
such as assuming no income effects on labour supply,
separability in the disutility of labour for the two
spouses and fixed costs of working for the secondary
earner that are distributed independently of that
spouse’s wage rate.
The authors contend that gender-based tax rates would
be a superior substitute for other policies, such as affirmative action, that also discriminate by sex. One
should note that their analysis proceeds as if all women
and men are married and ignores the empirical finding
that the labour supply elasticity of single women is
very similar to that of men. Hence, their policy would
need to discriminate even further between married and
single women.
A similar policy introduced in Canada would likely stimulate more extensive asset shifting. Unlike in the United
Kingdom, when Canadians divorce, there is an automatic
50:50 division of property accumulated during the marriage. Therefore, Canadian husbands might be less reluctant to make such transfers to their wives.
The importance of these operational features should not
be underrated. For example, Gustaffson describes the
West German system that withheld tax at source from
the “main breadwinner” using a low rate schedule
assuming that he or she was the only earner, while the
second worker’s earnings had taxes withheld using a
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salesman…if his wife does not meet the company standards... Canada Life regards the combination of the
husband and wife as the selling unit in the business
and takes active steps to foster the wife’s participation,
but they do not pay her”; see Hale v. Canada, [1969] 1
Ex.C.R. 259 (Exchequer Court), at 261. Bromwich
(2007), taking a self-described “alternative feminist perspective,” makes essentially this case for income splitting. However, she focuses on the at-home mother’s
assuming disproportionate household and parenting
responsibilities, relieving the partner to spend more
time in paid employment.
In a recent noteworthy case, the Tax Court of Canada
upheld the deductibility of an employee’s payments to
his wife as an assistant; the taxpayer was a salesman
required by an employment contract to pay his own
expenses. See Longin v. The Queen, [2006 TCC 335].
Note that the $700 million attributed to elderly couples
somewhat exceeds the $675 million federal revenue
cost of pension splitting alone because it applies to all
incomes received by elderly couples.
However, the additional tax savings at the provincial
level would not be proportional to federal tax savings,
because each province imposes its own rate schedule
with different threshold levels for the rate brackets.
None of the provinces has a top income bracket
threshold as high as the federal one. Carson and Morris
compute the maximum annual tax savings for a
nonelderly single-income couple from fully shifting
$115,739 of taxable income to the second spouse at
$14,367, of which $8,652 is federal tax savings and
the balance is Ontario tax savings net of the couple’s
Ontario health tax liability (2005, tables 1 and 2).
Note that, unlike in figure 2, I have not applied the
equivalence scaling to the basic filer or spousal tax
credit but left them at their full values for joint filers.
Note that the maximum tax savings per couple arise
with a 0:100 earnings split at total earnings of
$182,000 and higher. For other earnings splits, the tax
costs grow beyond the tabulated figures for total earnings above $182,000; at $242,000 with a 50:50 split,
the tax cost becomes –$4,602.
See reviews of this evolving research in Mroz (1987);
Heckman (1993); Eissa (1996); Blundell and MaCurdy
(1999); and Heim (2005). Heckman observed: “Whether
labor supply behavior by sex will converge to equality
as female labor-force participation continues to
increase is an open question” (1993, 118).
Of course, caution is needed in interpreting the findings from other countries with widely varying social
policies such as subsidized child care that might interact with tax policies in labour market effects.
McCaffery refers extensively to the optimal tax literature
and draws inferences for family tax policies (1997, 16799). As he noted in an earlier study, the optimal taxation
framework neatly encompasses the issue of household
production via each spouse’s labour supply response
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high rate schedule that reflected the tax on incremental earnings (1992, 70).
For a broad review of the effect of marriage penalties
from both the tax and transfer systems on marital
behaviour, see Alm, Dickert-Conlin and Whittington
(1999). Chade and Ventura offer an interesting theoretical analysis that includes assortative mating behaviour;
they find that a switch from US-style joint taxation to
individual taxation would decrease the correlation of
the partners’ productivities as measured by wage rates
but, because of the pattern of labour supply effects,
increase the correlation of their labour earnings (2002).
For example, the Library of Parliament analyses of
income splitting (Bergevin, Laurin and Kitching 2006;
Laurin 2006), both done at the request of MP Garth
Turner, differentiate between nonelderly couples with
and without children; the Institute for Canadian Values
urges that any income splitting be limited to couples
with dependent children (2007); while a Senate committee advocates looking at income splitting for families with autistic children in which one parent is often
required to remain at home (Canada 2007d).
See, for example, Dulude (1985); Maloney (1994);
Brooks (1996); Lahey (2000, 2005); Young (2000);
Vincent and Woolley (2000); and Kershaw (2002).
Woolley estimates the distributional effects of replacing the spousal credit with an enriched Canada Child
Tax Benefit (2002).
Groves recognized this point long ago: “The issue [of
the tax unit] is associated with progressive taxation
and would be of little or no importance under a proportional tax” (1963, 56). Bartlett and others have
advocated a flat tax in the United States, in part
because it would eliminate the marriage penalty
(Bartlett, 1998).
For a detailed critique of the “equitable family taxation”
argument for a flat tax, see Kesselman (2000, 36-42).
The first poll, undertaken by Ipsos Reid in February
2007, found 77 percent in favour, with the strongest support in Alberta (85 percent) and Quebec (77 percent)
(Aubry 2007). The second poll, undertaken by the
Strategic Counsel in March 2007, found 74 percent in
support; 16 percent opposed; 10 percent “don’t know”
(2007, 11).
Under the last option, it would be essential to prohibit
any future spousal RRSP contributions.
As Brennan and Brooks argue, it is economically
inefficient for the tax system to tax the economic
gains from scale economies of shared living expenses
(1983, 125-6).
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L

’individu a toujours été l’unité de base du régime
d’imposition canadien. Aussi la proposition visant à
permettre aux conjoints de se répartir entre eux
leurs revenus à des fins fiscales a-t-elle soulevé un vif
débat dans les milieux politiques. Le Canada permet la
répartition des revenus de retraite entre conjoints depuis
2007, ce qui ouvre la porte à un traitement similaire pour
les autres types de revenus. Le Parti vert s’est prononcé
en faveur d’une telle proposition, qui est également vue
d’un bon œil par le Parti conservateur. Même le porteparole du Parti libéral en matière de finance admet que le
public est favorable à l’idée. Cependant, les implications
d’un tel changement sont plus complexes qu’on pourrait
penser. C’est pourquoi il importe d’analyser cette question
attentivement avant de procéder dans ce sens.
Cette étude évalue de manière approfondie les propositions favorisant la répartition des revenus entre conjoints
dans le cadre du régime fiscal canadien en les comparant aux
autres options possibles. Selon l’auteur, l’équité est le critère
fondamental pour établir quelle est l’unité fiscale appropriée
dans le cas des couples. Il faut considérer aussi bien l’équité
horizontale — c’est-à-dire le traitement fiscal égal de personnes qui se trouvent dans une situation identique — que
l’équité verticale et l’égalité des sexes. L’équité horizontale
exige qu’on tienne compte de certaines différences au niveau
des besoins (taille de la famille), des préférences (emploi
rémunéré ou travail au foyer) et des possibilités d’évitement
fiscal. Parmi les principaux autres critères qu’il faut également examiner, mentionnons l’efficience économique, la
simplicité, les coûts et l’effet de diverses approches sur le
comportement des individus.
Selon l’auteur, le Canada peut tirer des leçons utiles de
l’expérience des États-Unis et de l’Europe en matière de
traitement fiscal des couples. Ainsi les pays qui ont maintenu ou adopté l’individu comme unité fiscale de base
permettent certaines formes de répartition entre conjoints
pour les revenus qui ne proviennent pas de l’emploi. En
effet, l’analyse détaillée des divers critères en jeu indique
qu’il convient de considérer séparément le traitement des
revenus de retraite, de placement et de travail.
Les arguments en faveur de la répartition des revenus
de retraite entre conjoints reposent sur l’iniquité qui existe
entre les couples qui ont accès aux REER de conjoint et
ceux qui n’y ont qu’un accès restreint en raison de leur
participation aux régimes de retraite de l’employeur. Selon
l’auteur, la nouvelle disposition fiscale adoptée en 2006
devrait néanmoins être modifiée afin de limiter la part des
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revenus de retraite qui peuvent être répartis et éviter que
cette mesure ne serve à contrer la récupération fiscale des
prestations de la Sécurité de la vieillesse. Une alternative
serait de permettre au conjoint dont le revenu est moins
élevé de transférer la partie inutilisée de sa marge fiscale
au conjoint dont le revenu est plus élevé afin de réduire le
taux d’imposition appliqué à ses revenus de retraite.
Les considérations liées à l’équité et au respect des lois
fiscales militent en faveur d’une forme quelconque de
partage entre conjoints pour les revenus de placement, ainsi
que d’un assouplissement important des règles d’attribution
de ces revenus. Cela permettrait à un plus grand nombre de
couples de bénéficier d’avantages fiscaux dont se prévalent
déjà les couples bien nantis et bien conseillés. L’auteur
présente deux options, soit l’attribution obligatoire à parts
égales de l’ensemble des revenus de placement du couple,
soit la possibilité de transférer des actifs d’un conjoint à
l’autre, sans attribution des revenus. C’est cette seconde formule qui respecte le mieux le critère de l’égalité des sexes.
Pour ce qui est du partage des revenus d’emploi, l’étude
examine différentes situations : les couples à revenu unique
par rapport aux couples à deux revenus ; les couples à deux
revenus ; et les couples à revenu unique mais où un conjoint aide l’autre dans son travail. Divers facteurs entrent en
jeu dans cette analyse : les préférences en ce qui concerne
le travail, la valeur des biens et services produits au foyer et
les coûts liés au travail à l’extérieur du foyer. Dans les trois
cas, l’imposition des revenus d’emploi sur une base individuelle s’avère l’approche la plus appropriée.
L’égalité des sexes est un critère particulièrement pertinent dans toute cette analyse. Le choix de l’entité fiscale
peut avoir des conséquences importantes pour le bienêtre et l’autonomie des femmes mariées et des conjointes
de fait. L’imposition conjointe ou le partage des revenus
d’emploi aurait tendance à renforcer le rôle traditionnel
des femmes qui restent au foyer, se spécialisent dans
l’éducation des enfants et prennent une part moins active
au marché du travail.
Cette étude préconise le maintien de l’unité fiscale
individuelle pour ce qui a trait aux revenus d’emploi,
assorti de dispositions permettant le partage des
revenus de retraite et de placement. C’est là l’approche
qui correspond le mieux aux critères d’équité horizontale et à l’égalité des sexes. Bref, la politique fiscale
canadienne devrait favoriser des formes limitées de
partage des revenus mais s’en tenir par ailleurs à l’entité fiscale individuelle.

Summary

S

ince its inception, the Canadian tax system has used
the individual as its basic tax unit. Thus, the suggestion that couples be allowed to split their income
between spouses for tax purposes has provoked controversy at both the political and the scholarly levels. Canada
permitted the splitting of pension income beginning in the
2007 tax year, which has set the stage for the splitting of
all types of income. The Green Party has endorsed such a
move; the Conservative Party platform also supports general splitting; and even the Liberal Party’s finance critic
has conceded the public appeal of broader splitting.
Yet the issues involved in defining the tax unit are more
complex and cross-cutting than most income-splitting
advocates realize. Moreover, experience elsewhere suggests that general income splitting could raise even more
controversial issues than it would resolve. Therefore, it is
critical to undertake a careful analysis of the implications
before proceeding with such a major policy shift.
This study provides a comprehensive assessment of
proposals for income splitting in the Canadian tax system. It compares individual taxation of spouses, full
income splitting for couples and a splitting variant called
joint taxation, which recognizes the scale economies such
as rent and utilities enjoyed by couples relative to singles.
The central criterion in assessing the appropriate unit
for taxing couples is equity, or fairness. Horizontal equity
— the notion that equally situated individuals should be
taxed equally — needs to be considered along with the
vertical and gender dimensions of equity. Assessing the
choice of tax unit on the grounds of horizontal equity
requires adjustments for varying needs (family size), preferences (market versus household work) and opportunities
for legal tax avoidance. Other important criteria are economic efficiency, simplicity, revenue cost and the effects
of alternative schemes on behaviour.
Experience with alternative tax treatments of the couple in the United States and Europe yields useful policy
guidance for Canada. Countries that have retained or
adopted the individual tax unit have allowed various
forms of splitting with respect to couples’ nonlabour
income. Economic equity, incentive and compliance factors suggest it is more appropriate to assess the splitting
of pension, investment and labour income separately.
The splitting of pension income is justified because it
addresses the inequity between couples who are able to
access spousal RRSPs and those whose access to such
RRSPs is restricted on account of employer pension plans.
Nevertheless, existing access to spousal RRSPs should be
constrained to further improve equity. The pension-split-
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ting provision itself should be modified to limit the
amount of splitting and to prevent its use in avoiding the
clawback of Old Age Security benefits or replaced with a
provision to allow the lower-income spouse to shift
unused tax room to apply their lower tax rate to the
higher-income spouse’s pension income.
Equity and enforcement considerations support
extending some form of splitting to couples’ joint investment income and greatly relaxing the income attribution
rules. This would give more couples the benefit of investment income splitting that many well-advised highincome couples already achieve. The main choice is
between a mandatory 50:50 allocation of the couple’s
joint investment income and permitting the transfer of
assets between spouses without income attribution. The
latter approach is more conducive to gender equity.
To assess the splitting of labour income, the study examines the cases of one-earner versus two-earner couples; twoearner couples with different income splits; and one-earner
couples in which the nonearning spouse provides unpaid
assistance to the earning spouse. Differing work preferences,
the value of home-produced goods and services and costs
associated with working enter the analysis. For the first two
cases, individual taxation without the splitting of labour
income is most appropriate. For the third case, individual
taxation is again the best policy, but employers should be
allowed to make payments directly to, and taxable to, “assisting” spouses.
Gender equity turns out to be a more vital criterion for
assessing income splitting than for most tax policy problems. The choice of tax unit has major potential effects
on the well-being and autonomy of married and cohabiting women. Joint taxation or the splitting of labour
income would reinforce women’s traditional roles of staying at home, being more specialized in parenting and
being less active in the workforce.
Retaining the individual tax unit with respect to labour
earnings, the main source of income for nonelderly couples,
with provisions for the splitting of pension and investment
income, would satisfy the criteria for a good tax system. This
approach would perform best in terms of horizontal equity
and gender equity with an acceptable cost in vertical equity.
It would avoid the marriage bonuses, marriage penalties and
work disincentives for a couple’s second earner that arise
under full splitting and joint taxation. It would also provide
the greatest simplicity for tax administration and compliance
and the highest economic efficiency. In short, Canadian tax
policy should pursue limited forms of income splitting but
otherwise keep the individual tax unit.
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